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Headmaster's Foreword.
It's that time of the year again when Mr. Hay-

cocks knocks on my door and asks me to write some-
thing for The Squirrel Magazine. It certainly seems
less than a year ago since he last asked me, and I am
beginning to realise that the passage of time seems
to be getting faster.

What has it been like at BRGS during this last
year? Well, I can reply to a question like that with a
very positive and enthusiastic response. This year
has been an excellent year, with good exam results
both at GCSE and A-level, and with a plethora of
outside activities taking place. A whole range of
sporting activities, again marked by exceptional suc-
cess, and non-sporting activities which have brought
enjoyment to many and a sense of purpose to oth-
ers. As I look at the
achievements of those at

school, I would hope that
they have realised that
education is not just
about achieving the high-
est possible exam grades, I

but it is also about being I
a person with responsi-
bilities. It has been a

pleasant year, but not one
without difficulties.

We are living in an era of change as we ap-
proach the next millennium and indeed one of the
interesting changes we are going to see will be a
result of the Green Paper published recently which
concerns the way in which teachers will be paid.
The idea of being paid for the results you achieve is
nothing new in education, but many of us thought
that it had died a death. Performance-related pay
looks like becoming part of the future for all those
in the teaching profession. Perhaps we like to remi-
nisce about when we were at school and no doubt

had decided upon a rank order of which teachers we
thought were the best and therefore ought to be paid
the most money, but I am not sure the reality is go-
ing to be as accurate as we might hope for. Indeed I
am not convinced there will be sufficient money put
into education to reward all the good teachers. I am
interested as a manager because when this takes
place, education will be the largest organisation in
Europe (with 64, 000 establishments) that has a per-
formance-related pay scheme. Certainly, it will be
a major change for teachers.

Another topic for conversation which has
cropped up over the last year has been that of the

possibility that BRGS will change its admission criteria
if there happened to be a parental petition and then a
ballot. If 20% of parents from all our feeder schools
signed a petition on the question of ceasing selection at
BRGS (in other words, have a comprehensive intake)
then a ballot would follow. If the majority then voted
for the change in admission criteria, then it could affect
the intake in 2001. Obviously, if parents did not want to
change the character of BRGS then they would not sign
the petition. It will be interesting to see if a petition is
instigated and whether the required 20% of feeder school
parents sign it.

We are entering into a different era of local au-

thority partnership which did not exist ten years ago when
we became grant-maintained and so we are likely to see

. some slight differences in the

staffing and running of BRGS,
I but we will still be 'owned' and

I controlled by our governing
.. body. The governing body itself

will be reconstituted although I
am sure many of our tried and

I trusted governors will be stand-
ing for nomination for the new
governing body which will be-
come active from 1stSeptember,
1999

On a completely different note, I was pleased to
be 'shadowed' by two sixth form students recently, to
show them what an exciting life a Head leads in a nor-
mal working day. It didn't turn out quite like that - in
actual fact it was probably one of the most mundane days
I have had at BRGS! There is no such thing as a 'nor-
mal' day for this Head - many days are periods of in-
tense activity involving emotional and physical effort to
look after all the personnel, structural and educational

issues of a very large school. It seemed that on the day
I was shadowed, everyone kept away from me and not a

single problem emerged. Oh! that other days could be
like that (don't think I mean that seriously!).

In editorials for school magazines, many Heads
make profound philosophical statements. I shall refrain
from doing this, but I would like to leave you with what

I feel is a significant thought, which I feel is important
as we strive to continue delivering excellent education
and maintain everything we stand for. I have a defini-
tion for success: the measurement of life's success can

only be determined by how many times we have been
awestruck. I look forward to being able to report back
to you in my next year's foreword on even greater suc-
cess for everyone. MRM
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Headgirls: Naomi Hemsley, Taslima Choudhury
Headbo~: Roger Lord, Chris Ellison

Years 7 - 9 were very difficult indeed!
Detention if we failed to hand in the whole of

three lines of homework; getting told off because

we didn't stand up for one of the ogre-wardens; fan-

cying sixth formers and teachers; enlightening re-

production lessons in Biology; sober parties at

Eardley's House and Northern Lights (where all

those country dancing lessons came in handy);

grease, spots, puberty and snogs - what's changed?

(For Naomi anyway!)
Years 10 and 11 -decisions! The wardens, now

semi-human, began to treat us as 'grown-ups' - we
had choice! Such different decisions needed to be

made that would affect the

rest of our lives - pants or
skirts? Standing on the right
or left in assembly? Oh, the

dilemma! This was probably
the time we did our GCSEs?

We had been taught an entire
new set of vocabulary:
coursework, revision, exams,

stress ... and naively thinking
we knew what they meant, we

began to plan our futures with
the careers advisor who was

ended... But there was some hope - we were granted

parole for two years in the sixth form...
The choice was even greater! No longer was it

the pants or skirt dilemma, but ... aaahh ... new ward-
robe time! But, a note of caution: don't buy cheap
items - there is nothing more embarrassing than com-
ing face-to-face with someone in identical attire just
because they were 90% reduced at Top Shop. What

else? Music competitions in the common room (now
vanished); yummy Eileen Toast; nights out in Raw-
tenstall (with Mr. Grehan, Mr. Howarth, Mr. Baird,

Mr. Morris~, Miss Bowden, Mr. Collins ... we began
to realise the ogres did have lives, sad as they were);

Sticky's Dos ... oh, the fun!
You lower school pupils

wouldn't realise just how
much we do: Charities Fete,

form prefects, Children In
Need, Red Nose Day, non-uni-
form days - all organised by
us. This year we set a trend,
to be copied by all future
cellmates - the fantastic fash-

ion show, raising a whopping

Naomi Hemsley, Taslima Choudrey, Roger £800 for Teenagers With

Lord, Chris Ellison Cancer. It was so good Mrs.
Taylor cried, Mr. Elkington cheered, Mr. Edwards was
awestruck, Goggs danced and Mr. Morris (Head) ...
was unavailable for comment.

After seven years of unsung heroism, denial of
basic rights, trodden down by those in this oppres-
sive, restrictive, domineering regime, us headgirls and

boys are determined to break out of the cycle and
achieve power, status and honour, over and above any
of the teachers: Naomi is to be a top doc, Taz a Cam-
bridge-graduated barrister, whilst Chris and Roger

will be the toughest non-racist policemen ever.
So, bye-bye, people ... it doesn't last forever.

very good at promising to send us stuff.
And how could we not mention the nautical Mr.

Pigott's sex education lessons with those oh-so-
accurate diagrams and the 'videos'?

On the last day (for those who could remem-
ber) we all wore pretty multicoloured shirts (with
drawn on boobs) and many of us cried at leaving our

friends and BRGS, only to return two days later for
an exam, and another, and another...

After that long, fun-filled, sunny summer, Re-

sults' Day arrived - 21" August. 1997 - marking a
turning point in our lives (180 degrees for some).
Five years of hard labour came to a head and all had
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.
:Just before Easter this:
. year the history depart-.. .
. ment took a group of.. .
. year 9 students to Ypres.
:to visit the memorials to:
. the War -Miss Hinch.. .
. recalls the occasion. ..

be seen through the win-
dows of "Le shuttle', and
it seems they believed that
story! Instead there were
plenty of camera sharks
on board who snapped a

few uncomfortable shots of reluctant sleepers. I
don't think anyone escaped, not even Mr.
Elkington who declared several times he did
not sleep a wink. It's no wonder Becky Taylor
talked non-stop the whole journey, she was too
afraid to stop in case she fell asleep and the
camera crew got her in an embarassing pose.

Mr. Grehan had organized the day brilliantly
and it went withouta hitch - nearly went with-
out a Hinch a few times though, as I found that I
was constantly being deserted in the service sta-
tion. Rumour has it I was late for the coach on a

number of occasions, well that simply isn't true,
I just have a very poor sense of direction! When
we arrived, we met our guide for the day, Sue,
whose commentary on the places and events of
the First World War was interesting and moving
as she recounted the atrocities suffered by both
the Allies and the German forces. Though we
visited many places during our brief stay, we
were left with a lasting impression of the con-

It was with excitement that we boarded our

coach at 11.15 pm on a dark, wet night in March
earlier this year to visit Ypres. The last perform-
ance of the school play had just finished and mem-
bers of the cast joined the trip breathlessly, some
having been home and back in no time at all. As
the play was "The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole", I
was hoping that they were not too familiar with the
part about the school trip to London, where Barry
Kent is last seen heading for Soho and events take
a horrible turn, resulting in the breakdown of Mrs.
Fotherington-Gore; I think her name is something
like that-anyway, if anyone had been likely to cause
a breakdown I think it may have been me, as only

Everyone gathers at the Menin Gate where the names of those
who died are inscribed on the walls.

moments before, I had been tipping my house up-
side down, looking for a passport, imagining con-
versations with Mrs. Holt which began something
like: "You're not going to believe this but..."

Parents waved off their children by the side
of the coach - a trip to Ypres 1999, very different
in tone and style to the departure of soldiers or
boys in 1914, some not much older than those on
the coach, excluding Mr. Grehan and Mr. Elkington,
that is. We were to do a round trip in a day with a
journey through the tunnel which was eagerly an-
ticipated by those of us who expected to see rather
more through the side than we did. Someone had
actually told a nameless individual that sharks could

Students are moved at the sight of the largest British Military
Cemetary in the world.

trast between the grave yards of the Germans
and the Allies. We visited a German grave yard
called Langemarck, where there was a mass
grave of 25,000 soldiers killed at the 'massa-
cre of the innocents' which had been an early
battle between naive German students and a

highly trained squad from the British Army. Ap-
parently the firing of the British was so profi-
cient, that the innocent had believed them to have

had machine guns. The German graveyards are
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very sombre, dark places due to the flat, basalt
stones and the bleak gothic crosses. There was
also a striking statue of four sturdy, but shamed
soldiers standing at the back of the graveyard.
Clearly distressing too were the graveyards of
the Allies at Tyne Cot, the world's largest Brit-
ish Commonwealth Military Cemetary in the
world, with the mass of bodies suggested by
the number of stark white stones, all facing the
foe, all pointing to the important ridge which
became so important to the Allies' victory in
Passchendale.

After, we went to the Sanctuary Wood Mu-
seum which has a collection of war memorabilia:

strange three-dimensional pictures taken of real
trench warfare intrigued us as we flicked from one
to the other, the hoITorclearly encapsulated by one
picture hanging on the wall of a soldier whose
lower face had been shot away. It is an image I
will not forget. A Belgian film crew had come to
the trenches as well to add to the drama of the

occasion. Their long hair, good looks and super-
ficial wounds certainly did not add to the realism.
Year 9 had fun chasing through the boggy, smelly
trenches - Mr. Elkington videoed it for posterity,

~-OO,Famil Cover~ I Aee'DENT Ye NE ME .

Holmwoods have specialised in providing personal accident insurance for school children
for many years. At the last count we were providing cover for over 650,000 children in
schools throughout the country.
With the full approval and hacldng from the National Confederation of Parent Teacher
Associations, our scheme has been considered the best value for money available.
Accidents are jnst as prone to happen in the home and at work as they are in school, for
this reason we've extended the same uniqne range of benefits to cover the whole family.
If you'd like to know more about a Scheme that provides cover for up to £200,000, 24
hours a day, world-wide, please call freephone 0800 318312 or write to us at:

Holmwoods Insurance Service
A Division of HSBC Gibbs Limited

Rockwond House. 9-17 Perrymount Road

Haywards Heath. West Sussex RHI6 3DU

Telephone 01444 458144 Facsimile 01444 415088

Member HSBC ~ Group
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On Hill 61 the pupils try to imagine the conditions in the trenches
that were used in the Ypres Salient.

Mrs. Holt led her troops in wellies (time to say
thank you to the mysterious welly-lender) through
the tunnels to a controlled explosion which Mrs.
Hudson and I had baled out of, preferring a hot-
chocolate in a cafe. No doubt we would have
been shot at dawn if we'd been sent across to

defend King and Country.
I can't really remember much of the return

journey. The coach was filled with presents for
mums, muddy boots, and there was Gareth
Cadman keeping us in touch with significant cur-
rent events: Wales beat France in the Five Na-

tions - great joy. Despair for Mr. Grehan, though
as West Ham succumbed to the not-so-mighty
Southampton. Still, we had our memories of a great
day, literally! The preserved trenches are well worth
a visit as are the splendid graveyards. The gloomy
museum run by a local character called Jaques is a
great memorial to the dead. Yet, the beautiful re-
construction ofYpres seems rather to be reflect-
ing a people who are trying to forget.

(MissHinch)
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member exactly how they worked, but they sort of hung
outside the wall of the mill- I wouldn't have liked to have
used them.

About a third of the building will be for something
like a museum. We are trying to decide what to do. It's a
very ambitious scheme and I just hope it comes off.

Janet Anderson & The Millennium Dome:

How could we resist? The Millennium Dome is such a

controversial issue and with so much money being spent
on it (which could well bepayingfor the hospitals which

The Millennium Dome

Janet said she would so much like for Rossendale) we

just had to ask Janet, as the spokesperson for the Dome
("I kind of drew the short straw on that") what relevance
she thought it had for the young people in her constitu-

ency...

The Dome is very important for the whole country; I don't
think that message has come across yet. For example,
the steel that was used for the Dome came from a firm in
Bolton - it's the biggest contract they'd ever had for steel!
We want to make it as easy as possible for people to get to
the Dome from all parts of the country so it won't be too
expensive.

The other thing is that there will be something in
the Dome which will enable people from around the coun-
try to tell their story; it's called something like My Town.
Towns from all round the country will be telling their
story by video links.

But the Millennium money has contributed to all
sorts ofthings around the country. There's a village called
Turton which is in my constituency and I went there the
other night because they've got Millennium money to put

--
An artist's impression of the Body Zone, one of the exciting
Dome experiences where you can walk around inside the

human body.
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in floodlighting for the church. There were 400 people
there when I turned on the lights - it was the most excit-
ing thing that had happened in Turton for years.

What's really good about the Dome is it's becom-
ing an international symbol and it will draw people from
abroad. Wemust make sure it's as interesting and exciting
as possible - the emphasis will be very much on learning:
there will be two bodies; this couple sort of entwined and
you'll be able to walk through their bodies and learn ex-
actly how the human body functions.

It seemed that Janet was fully supportive of the Dome
Project, so wefelt that we should ask her what she would
do if she was given another £170m (the cost of building

the Dome) to spend.

I'd spend it on schools: school buildings and facilities.
In the early days of our office, one of the very simple
things we did was give £1, 000 to every school to buy
books. I went to a little school in Whitworth where it had
just made the most enormous difference and the library
was awash with new books. But, right across my con-
stituency (and you know this as well as I do) there are
children in buildings that were built last century and you
know we shouldn't expect children to learn in those con-
ditions.

Do you feel that in your position as spokesperson for the
Dome and also Minister for Tourism and the fact that
this seems tofocus very heavily on London compromises
your position as MP for Darwen and Rossendale?

I agree with you to this extent: London is very
much the gateway to the rest of the country and what we
haven't quite cracked is how to get people to move on
from there into other parts.

We are looking at a Destination Management Sys-
tem (it sounds terrible) which will make use of the internet,
because there is so much here, you know: seaside holi-
days, rural holidays, CentreParcs and attractions like Alton
Towersand Blackpool Pleasure Beach. We've got to make
sure that when people come to London they don't just
stop there.

That's the challenge of my job really - I hope it's
going to benefit us and, you know, I think the two are very
much linked.

Janet Anderson and Education:

As the Headmaster wrote in his introduction, many
changes are talking place in the education system at the
moment, some of which affect this school directly. We
wanted to ask Janet what she thought the effects in the
valley would be if a vote was held by parents that fa-

voured the abolition of selection at BRGS...

It would mean that you would have a fully comprehensive
education system. I think that people should have what
they want - that's my own view and that's what the gov-
ernment is encouraging.



I know that other schools in the valley get very
angry because they tell me that the selection at BRGS
skews their intake. That's unfair and I can see it that way,
but I think, essentially, local people should have the kind
of school they want and if they want a selective grammar
school than that's up to them. We just wanted to give
people the option and in the end it's got to be what's best
for Rossendale.

So you feel that essentially the results within the educa-
tion system would remain the same, or do you think that
perhaps the high achievers may not do as well within the
comprehensive system?

I don't know - I don't have a crystal ball. What it
would mean is that it would put every valley in the school
on the same footing. If people want that, that's what they'll
get, but obviously parents at BRGS and the feeder schools
are the ones who decide. I decided the education I wanted
for my children which was comprehensive - one of them
did very well, the other two didn't do quite as well: it has
to be the decision of the parents.

What three issues do you feel merit most concern in edu-
cation?

Basic reading and Writing: Almost 50% of 11year olds
can't read or write up to the required standard. I feel very
strongly about that. I think we've got to do some very
basic things on reading and writing - we've lost the plot
on that in the education system over the last twenty years.

Performance-Related Pay: I think good heads should be
rewarded, because the head is the key to the success of
the school. I think that good teachers should be rewarded
and teachers who are not capable of motivating children
do not deserve to be rewarded. That may sound quite
Draconian, but I know from my own experience as a parent
what my children have had to suffer and I think sometimes
people go into teaching not necessarily because they want
to teach, but because they think it's better than working in
a factory and that you get longer holidays and all that.
The campaign we had after the election: Everyone remem-
bers a good teacher is so true. I was at a grammar school
which then became a comprehensive, but I had a maths
teacher called Mrs. Cockroft and she was absolutely bril-
liant. I remember sitting in her maths lesson one day and
everything falling into place.

Standards of Courses: I'm concerned about the standard
of some courses and with my broadcasting hat on I am
very concerned about some media studies courses. There
are thousands of young people doing media studies who
think they are going to walk into some kind of glitzy job at
the end of it and actually they are not. If we don't do
something about it we are going to have lost a whole gen-
eration.

Something that concerns many of our sixth formers at
BRGS is that there are no more grants for those wanting
to go to university, just loans. Many already havejobs to

support their way through the sixth form and feel that
they struggle enough without adding further financial
burden to themselves by going to university. What ad-
vice would you give them?

Don't be put off going to university. My eldest
son, lames, is in his third year at Glasgow university. I
don't have a problem with student loans, lames has taken
out loans which he will have to return at some point.

To those who argue for the return of the grant sys-
tem I will say this: it didn't get more working class young
people to university. It was a system that was funded
through tax, so the working class families whose children
were not benefiting from a university education were fund-
ing middle class kids. I think that loans are a much fairer
way of doing things. I don't think it's a huge burden and
I hope that it will result in more young people deciding to
go to university.

Janet & Women's Rights:

One of JanetAnderson's electionpledges was that
if Labour were voted into power in the May 1997 elec-
tion, then women would be having more sex! Since then
she has proved this to be correct, leaving her husband
for greener grass. Hanging on the wall of her constitu-
ency office is a sign entitled: The Rules. Some of you
may have seen it; it starts like this:
The female always makes the rules. The rules are sub-
ject to change at any time without prior notice. No male
can possiblyknow all the rules. The female isnever wrong.

We asked Janet what campaigning organisa-
tions she would support if she was not an MP (as
MPs are not allowed to support organisations which
have their own political agendas). She was very
clear on this.

Refuge. Refuge is an organisation which cam-
paigns against domestic violence and provides safe houses
for women who suffer domestic violence. I don't even

need to think twice about supporting this cause.
Before the election, I was shadow Minister for

Women and I came to the conclusion that the biggest sin-
gle issue for women was domestic violence. A lot of it
goes on: women, on average, will suffer 35 assaults before-- -

Iii"

Our reporters with lanet Anderson in her constituency
office in Bacup
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they seek help and of course very often they are power-
less to move away because of the children and because
they haven't got any financial means of their own. I just
think it's very important; I come from the North-East
and my paternal grandfather was a miner in the pits. On
pay day my grandmother would lock the children in one
bedroom and barricade them in because she was fright-
ened of what he would do when he came home drunk. I'm
not saying it happens to everyone, but it does happen to
some women. Domestic violence is no respecter of class
either - I can take you to Brighton where there is a local
GP who beats his wife on a regular basis.

One of the problems is that the women have to
prove the man's guilt first. What they do in parts of
America is they take the man out of the family home -
the problem with that is that the man still knows where
the family is. The government is looking at this and we
are going to produce a national strategy shortly. But I
have no hesitation in saying that this is the cause I would
support.

Do you think the present Labour Government has made
any difference to the position of women in society?

I think that by trying to get people back into jobs, that
helps women because it gives more security to families.
I think that as we do things for everyone, it's bound to
help women out: I know, for example, here in Rossendale
waiting lists are coming down for hospital operations and
women will be helped by that. I hope that the strategy we
are bringing forward for domestic violence will help to
deal with that.

There is one thing we are doing which hasn't been
done before which I am very keen on. Previously women
who split up from their husbands had no right or entitle-
ments to any share of their husband's pension. I have a
friend whose husband left her; she'd helped him to build
up his business and then he wenrand left her. She had no
entitlement to any of his pension even though she'd helped
him. Hopefully in the future women will have some ac-
cess to their husband's pension.

Do you think that the increase in avaiwbility of violent
and pornographic imagery through the television and
the internet will make the job of decreasing negative
images of women more difficult and also be a danger-
ous influence on children to whom these sources are
becoming more readily available?

Obviously, it's a problem
that's going to get worse and
it will require legislation. It's
too early to bring forward
broadcasting legislation -eve-
rything's moving so quickly.
We have to deal with the way
we have satellite pornogra-
phy, things that are beamed in
from other countries. It's my
job to ban those and I do that
quite regularly, I just hope you

~1O

never have to watch them.

.lanet Anderson and the Media:

lanet is also the minister for film as well as tour-
ism and it is something she has a particuwr interest
in. We wondered how often this meant that she saw

celebrities and lived the 'high-life'

It's a fabulous job, I love going to the cinema. Recently
there has been a huge growth in the success of the British
Film industry with films such as The Full Monty. I saw
Shakespeare in Love recently which we think might pick
up an Oscar [sincethis interviewit has gone on to collect seven
Oscars including best film,
best actress and best support-

ing actress! - ed.]. Little
Voice is set, we think, to

do pretty well in the
Oscars and it starts Jane
Horrocks who comes
from Rossendale and
studied at Fearns and

Accrington and
Rossendale College.

A recent Gra- AclipfromthemultiOscarwinning
nada film called Girls' ShakespeareIn Love

Night with Julie
WaIters was filmed around Rossendale. Unfortunately,
despite being a brilliant film it didn't do very well be-
cause it doesn't get the billions of pounds the Americans
pour into films - look at Armageddon. It was dreadful,
but made squillions at the box office because of the hype
that surrounded it.

My favourite film is Casablanca, but I also loved
Room With a VIew and The English Patient.

Have you met any famous people through your work?

Well, the Queen, the Prime Minister, Michael
Caine, Jane Horrocks, Joan Collins. I've met Mick
Hucknall from Simply Red, Alan Parker (the film direc-
tor), Joan Bakewell, Glenda Jackson, of course, who's
now a Labour MP. Lots, I can't think!

Final Tipsfrom.Tanet.

Do you have any tips for aspiring politicians?

First of all join a political party. It's no use doing
it if you don't have any strong beliefs - it doesn't matter
if you're Conservative, Liberal Democrat, Labour, what-
ever - you must want things done differently. One thing
that I felt very strongly about was the introduction of the
minimum wage. In the Rossendale Valley I came across
people who were paid as little as £1 per hour. That's why
you go into politics - you go to make a difference.



MTOiRK'IiEXPiERIENeE
We had been planning our work experi-

ence for what had seemed like months. Ex-
pectations and hopes of a wonderful work ex-
perience were increasing and then the week
finally arrived. Here are a few highlights of
our week in work from three members of
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""J'~= removed. I assIsted the

'(hil
nurses III accompany-
ing them to and from

the theatre and

discharging them.
Tuesday I spent in the theatre observing mi-

nor operations, again on old ladies who were having
cataracts removed and a child who was having a
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squint corrected. I felt very professional
in my blue NHS pyjamas - very fetching.

I also spent time in the clinic observ-

ing pre-op assessments - eye-tests to you and

me. I also helped with eye tests for ethnic pa-

tients who had difficultyspeaking English.

On the last day I focused on one par-
ticular patient - May - who had come in for
cataracts to be removed, but she had broken

her back twice previously. She was still quite
active and allowed me to observe her ECG

cardiac assessment, chest x-rays and meas-

urements for her new lenses. She had her op
later in the day and did very well apart from
problems with the anaesthetic.

I was very impressed with the already
overstretched nurses and surgeons who made

the best effort to put variation into my week

and I was sad to leave. (Gemma Lee).
(Contu)

QUALITY
MATTERS

Quality in education is very

important to you as you are

aware what a difference it can

make to your child's lifestyle

in the years ahead.

-Bns~
Better sound through research.

Are you equally aware what a

difference a quality television

or hi-fi can make to your viewing and listening pleasure when you
re lax?

We specialise in the quality brands which may cost a little more

initially, but repay the investment over and over again with better

pictures, better sound and style which makes you stand out form

Bang&Olufsen
CRYERS

30 Amda1eCentre,
Accrington.
BB51EX
'B' 01254391440
Fax 391440

I Railway Road,
B1ackbum.
BB I 5AX
'B' 0125451842
Fax 695792

87 Bank Street,
Rawtensta11.

BB47QN
'B' 01706216305
Fax 226853
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Jenny-Lee Crozierspent her week with the
MET Office:

I arrivedlate formyfIrstmorningbecauseof
the snow - if onlyI'd knownwhat the weatherwas
gong to be like! An anxious cloud hung over my
head as I ran up to the front door, but the pressure
soonlifted whenI waswelcomedby sunny smiles
allround.

My bossexplainedeverythingin anintroduc-
tory talk, whichI foundveryuseful,andI couldal-
ready see that the MET Office was a whirlwind of
activity. I wasworking with the Communications
Manager and I couldn't afford to have my head in
the clouds as there was constant pressure to meet
deadlines.

Throughout
,; theweekIdid

/\ Jl13 the weather

if/' Y,A44 for ~he Daily

1// <;;> M~ll (my
;/ clanntofame!)

.~ and various

other newspa-
pers including
theManchester

EveningNews.
/~

;> I also helped
~~.

~.
/ -. witbtwo chemi-

< .. \ cal disasters, one

(. ". \ of which in-

.~ ~ volved nuclear
c.1: waste. We had

- to decideandplot
how the waste would be dispersed (considering
wind speed / direction), in case people had to be
evacuated, which created a very busy spell in the
middle of the day. It calmed down later when I
went to North WestWaterin Warringtonto check
that their weathersystemwas in workingorder.

I got to sit in on various radio broadcasts,
andI helpedwithall sortsof graphs,involvingtem-
peratures of roads in case they had to be gritted as
well as runwaytemperatures. Wealsohad to com-
pile weather informationfrom aroundthe country
and sendit to the GasBoardso theywouldknow if
demand was going to increase (i.e. people were
morelikelyto use theirheatingmore).

Overall I learned a lot, not only about the
weather,but about office life and what a working

~12

day is like. I really enjoyed myself and by the
end of the week I felt like one of the team and I
didn't want to leave! (Jenny-Lee Crozier).

On my first day at St. Rilda's I felt like the
new girl at school. Firstly I met my work experi-
ence co-ordinator and then I met Mr. Alveston -
the Read of Art. Over the course of the week, Mr.
Alvestonshowedme somenew techniquessuch as
drawingwithinkpens,diffusinginkwithadiffuser
andmonoprinting(amethodofprintingwithspecial
printing inks). Monoprintingwasalso a technique
that the pupilswerenew to, thereforeMr.Alveston
letmedemonstratemonoprintingto variousclasses.

I also used the art package on the computer
whichwasveryinterestingandusefulformyA-level

D

f,;~

'~

coursework. During the week I managed to get
involvedin a textilesclass. This wasvery interest-
ing for me as we don't do textiles at BRGS, so it
was like learning a new subject. Towards the end
of the week I was abit sadto be leaving, however,
I was gratefulfor the experienceI had gained over
the week. All the staff were friendly towards me
and Mr.Alveston went out of his way to make me
feel welcome. The experience openedmy eyes to
the world of teaching, which before was just an
option. Now I feel I am going to head towards art
teaching. I found that each day was differentwith
differentlearningexperiences. (YvonneIrWin)



Climbing is a sport on which it is very easy to
become hooked. I was introduced by my father who
took me on a family holiday to the Alps at the age of
thirteen, and then learned a lot with an enthusiastic
group of friends - mainly by trial and error. In the
years since, climbing has taken me to the Alps, Paki-
stan and South America and I have met some great
people.

Amemorable tripto the KaghanVal-
ley in Pakistan saw us buying food in the
market before setting up base camp under
Malika Parbat (5,300m) for two weeks.
We camped next to a group of nomadic
herders and eventually managed to get
fresh milk each morning in return for one
of our two chickens (called Malika) - the
scrawniest little chicken you have ever
seen. It looked as if it had walked all the
way up from the valley - which, of course,
it had. We didn't have the heart to eat it anyway.

Our unusualliason culminated in a party for
which they cooked a huge goat curry. Aremarkably
friendly people who shared their all before setting off
with their belongings for the three month trek back to
Rawalpindi for the Winter.

Through the challenge of organising and tak-

. CLIMBING
CLUB

.

Such a civilised bunch of people these climbers.

ing part in trips such as this, I have developed a keen
awareness of other people's cultures as well as
learned a lot about myself. I have encountered dan-
gers, but become more resilient and self-confident
and have come to realise that there is more to life
than the telly! By far the most valuable benefit how-
ever has been the companionship of the friends I have
made, with many an evening planning a trip in the
pub - not all of which have taken place!

Wenow have a small,but activeClimbing Club

Mr. Haworth's tent at the foothills of Rawalpindi

at BRGS. We have regular trips to the indoor climb-
ing walls in the Winter, and to local crags in the Sum-
mer term. Last Summer's inaugural weekend trip
saw us staying in a luxurious (?) scout hut in the Lake
District, after a sweep search offields in the dark to
find it.

Despite Dennis' snoring we managed to get
parties up Striding Edge on Helvelyn on the Saturday
and climbing up an exciting, if rather wet, Ghyll on
the Sunday.

Many thanks to the PTA for providing the funds
to start up the club, and to all who supported the spon-
sored abseil this year off the school roof which pur-
chased more equipment and raised £250 for Shelter.
The next weekend is to the Peak District in the Sum-

mer. Watch this space...
(MR.IlAWORfH)

~.;,,~
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One of the school's
most exciting new
projects is under way
right now: the con-
struction of a brand new
sixth form building.
But what does it look
like? Why do we need
it? What will it be used

for? How is it being
built? All your ques-
tions will be answered ...

Be' d t :b

Form Comm

Room hildill:
P . t' "r' o'I\'I ec""""" ",' ,"

, . de, ' "

The new sixth form block has been designed by
Geoffrey Cowan & Company, a Preston based chartered
architects. The building work itself is carried out by
an entirely different company called Wardens, also
based in Preston. It is a massive undertaking and build-
ing should be completed
at some point in August
of this year.

The old sixth form
common room was de-

molished to make way
for the new building and
many were surprised to
come back from the

Christmas holidays to
find it no longer there!
The new building will
join on to the extension
corridor and the kitch-
ens. As the plans stand
at the moment two of the
kitchen's windows will

now be looking out onto
a beautiful view of ... a

classroom, a problem

",II:IE~t::V!\1l0N t::ASn

What the building will look like:

that will no doubt be
remedied before

completion.
So what will

the new building
look like? A copy of
the architect's draw-

ing of the front view
of the building can be
seen below. This is
how it will look from

the slope where
members of staff

park their cars.
Above: This is what you will see as you look up
from the bottom of the,slope.

Below: This is the .frontof the building. There is an entrance at the front
of the building and at the side where the wall is. The building will adjoin
the kitchens as you can see on the ground plan over the page.

).
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A BUILDING CONTRACTOR'S
PERSPECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

One of the huge blocks of concrete, manufactured in Leeds,
that forms the base for the floor, being lifted into place by
the special all-terrain crane especially hired to work on the

uneven slope at the top of Glen Road.

From a Building Contractor's view
the major considerations with a project
of this nature are safety and access.

Erecting fences may keep us in and you
out but that is only the start. The contract be-
tween the school and Warden Builders has a

number of rules. For instance, no deliveries
can be made between 8.45am - 9.30am, 12.00
-1.00 or 3.15 - 4.00. This shouldn't cause

any problems - you shouldjust be able to tell
the suppliers, but traffic, weather and other
sites on the delivery schedule can delay wag-
ons which then turn up in these times. What
should you do? Send him away? Make him
wait? Try and come up the hill as you're all
going home?

The access to the school isn't great. It's
narrow and steep with a sharp rising bend
which is a nightmare. Early on in the

The Sixth Form Common
Rooms.

Reflections on the Past and
Visions for the Future.

Located in Mr. Elkington's office, in pride I
of place next to the 'Trev Train' and with a lit-
tle green frog perched innocently on top, there
itr.emains. A historia:Q's lastJJlinute gesture to

I form common room.
Built shortly after the War, a temporary

'classroom' accommodation, the old Common
. Room was extensively renovated in 1990 to pro-

the,gtow"
Iing number of post- students. With the ar-

rival of the snack bar ("Eileen's Eating Empo-
rium") in 1992, the building buzzed and bulged

i ~t lunchtime, .reverberating to the sounds of
By 1'998, however, it was becoming increas-

ingly clear that 350 sixth formers could not fit
into a room with 60 seats. Sixth Form academic

facilitie.s had been dramaticaIly improved with
of Bui,~~lingiil') 199.1 (ex-

tended 1994) - now .it time to provide
commensurate recreational facilities to meet our
growing numbers at post-16.

The new building - as yet unnamed - will
The

IThe Sixth Form Common Room in 1990 - not a pretty sight!

Mr.
I blKlllgton' s OIIlce, WhIlst the downstairs area

wiIl contain more seating and also house a cou-
ple of pool tables. Toilet facilities and an addi-

I

tional classrooms complete this exciting
seen

We orward to being fully installed in our
new accommodation for September 1999. Come

: and visit us! (TJE)
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project we placed the precast concrete floor
in position. A normal crane couldn't cope with
the slope of the hill, so a larger 40 tonne, all-

~

First the concrete weighing 3.5 tonnes per piece must be lifted
from the lorries. (Hope the handbrake works!)

terrain crane had to be brought in, with railway
sleepers to jack it up. The floor itself was de-
livered from Leeds on articulated wagons. A
section of the road was coned off and twenty
two tonnes of lorry carrying twenty four tonnes
of units was manoeuvred up the hill.

Just putting the floor in is a difficult job.
All the parts for the job are made off-site, which

. 'fl~ ~
.::u.L,..!I! ""

The crane reaches far into the sky. If the bell rings on the
crane then it means that it could overbalance - care is needed!

~16

means that nobody who is making these parts
has actually seen the site where the parts are
going to be placed; all they get to see are plans!
This can lead to difficulties- or example, the
measurements for the floor were a couple of
centimetres out when the area was remeasured.

Fortunately the concrete company were just
about to cast them when I phoned them to alter
the measurements, so they were changed just

in time.

Each concrete unit weighed 3.5 tonnes
and if handled wrongly could do a great deal of
damage. Clearly a special piece of machinery
is needed to lift these huge lumps of concrete
into place: an all-terrain crane. This can end
up costing around £1,000 per day to hire. Un-
fortunately the crane driver was ill on the fIrst
day and couldn't come. However, all the lor-
ries with the concrete flooring had driven all
the way from Leeds! That costs money and
they want to be paid even if there is no crane to
unload them. Then the mobile concrete mix-

ing lorry has to be phoned up and cancelled as
they're no longer needed. When you add all of
this up and bear in mind the fact that it's all got
to be done again the next day, it comes to an
awful lot of money.

So, when the crane arrives, is it a

simple case of lifting the concrete off and drop-
ping it in place? Of course not. A weekend
must be spent calculating how far the crane can
reach with a 3.5 tonne weight across an increas-



ingly large angle. Strong or gusting
winds increase the strain on the

crane rapidly. Why make allof these
calculations? The simple answer is
that we'd all be in the news head-

lines if the crane came crashing
down: it would go through the kitch-
ens, the dining rooms, the changing
rooms, the gym and the end would
land in the top yard! Therefore we
work out all possible conditions.
[That must be what they meant in physics

and maths when they said that sums do mean

something in real life, but I'm still not sure

- ed.]

~

J
mJ

With the floor in place it's now a case of building the outer
fabric of the building from stone that has been transported

from Halifax.

Below: The first floor will contain
a further two classrooms, a tutorial
area, the common room itself with

fdjOiOiOg >em" ,"d o[fire.~ - . ::::se--::r....
'"""""~

:::ISe--::r.... :::I:se--::r....

........
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__hove: The room plans for the
first floor incl. two classrooms, a
resource centre and toilets.

All of these factors have to be considered

for every operation. Imagine if somebody had
chosen to park in the coned off area and we
couldn't move the car! Nothing comes in or
out! So we always try to establish a good work-
ing relationship with not only our client, but also
the neighbours.

Joining the EU (European Union) has af-
. fected our industry as much as any. Brussels

now dictates that no one person should be re-
quired to lift in excess of 21kg at work. That
drastically affects the planning of our operations.

So as you can see, the task of creating your
new sixth form block is far from simple and it
requires care and planning at each step; and all

of this has to be
done for the
second floor
and I haven't

even begun to
discuss how the

roof joists are
erected!

(Simon Bower)
(Site Foreman)

~

:::::se--::r....

--...........
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Ycu've got to ask yrnrself me qJeSticn...
Ib ya feel lucky, p..mk?
Well, do ya?

So what exactly is Ju-Jitsu? It started origi-
nally as the vision of one man who was a master of
Karate and Judo. He wanted

to develop a more aggres-
sive defence technique,
rather than the throws that

were favoured in Judo. Ag-
gressive defence is certainly
the word - asked what she
would do if she was ever at- The Dangers of Competi-
tacked, Becky calmly stated tion:
that she would break the of- At the moment Becky has
fender's knee with a swift entered these competitions as
kick and then run away! an amateur competitor (one

Becky started Ju-Jitsu who doesn't get paid), how-
when she was seven years ever, there are also profes-
old in Haslingden, then went sional competitions. The main
to Accrington as a yellow difference (apart form the
belt and has now moved to prize money) is the risk. In
Rawtenstall, where she has professional competition, free
just started to teach others fighting is allowed, not just
the art of Ju-Jitsu. She is demonstrations ofthe actions.
able to do this because she Of course this means that in-
is a black belt. She would RebeccaClaytonof lIS. InternationalGold juries are very possible and all
have a dan rating, but you MedallistinJu-Jitsu. participants must have insur-
cannot start getting dan levels until you are sixteen. ance before they enter competition! So far Becky
Instead she does Koshagumi awards which are an has been very lucky and has only fractured her toe.
under-16 equivalent. The whole Ju-Jitsu organisa- She hopes to enter the British Championships in May
tion is voluntary, so Becky doesn't get paid for her and this will be a professional competition.
teaching. At junior level (at which Becky fights.at the

moment) you are not allowed to punch the face, but
you can kick and punch to the head [ohwell- that's

alright then - ed!]. Becky has been disqualified in com-
petition before though, after a
rather poorly judged kick that
ended in the lower trouser re-
gion of her quickly disabled
competitor!

Who knows what lurks beneath the unas-

suming exteriors of many of the pupils that walk
the corridors of BRGS. One thing is for certain,
you'd get a shock if you tried any funny stuff
with Becky Clayton (lIS).

She is an international Ju-Jitsu champion
with Bronze, Silver and Gold medals from vari-

ous international competitions.

tive of the GB Ju-Jitsu team to the United Nations

Ju-Jitsu Congress. The strongest countries were Italy
(where the sport is very popular), Germany and Great
Britain. Becky came away from this competition
with a silver medal for her junior demonstration.

Spain:
The Spanish International took place in Sep-

tember of last year. She reached the quarterfinals in
random attack. This is a discipline where somebody
does a set move and you get points for the quality of
your defence against it. Unfortunately she was beaten
by the person who went on to win the bronze medal
(he was from GB).

Becky did meet with more
success in other areas though:
she won a bronze medal for the

team demonstration and a gold
medal for the paired demon-
stration.

Moment of Glory:
Becky identifies her mo-

ments of glory as being the
two major internationals in
which she has taken part, in
Germany and Spain.
Germany:

Becky went as a representa-
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Technical

History

The .

BJ.ggest

The problem of the Millennium Bug is not, as some
people would lead us to believe, a virtual one. No, it is
quite real.

What is maybe going to happen in the virtual world of the
Earth's computers will affect almost every living human,
those who will maybe get away will either have no contact
with computers or will already be dead. The Earth has
become covered with these thinking machines, so clever in
fact that they run our families, our careers, our lives.

Just think, about how much will go wrong if these
things were stopped, if this mass-organisation was taken
away. It probably does not seem too serious; a minor in-
convenience: your PC will be out of action for a while or
there might be a bit of a fuss at the bank - but that should be
all- shouldn't it? Apparently, things could be worse, much
worse. The incessant tentacles of technology have reached
far deeper than you would at fIrst think.

Take for example, the school system. In a worse
case scenario whole classes could be wiped from existence
and children will have retained no evidence of an education

whatsoever. And there will be an effect on prisons. The
problem being that police could simply lose track of known
criminals, leaving them free to begin their criminal records
afresh. There is also a worrying suggestion that hospitals
could be hardest hit. All machinery lining the white, steri-
lised corridors could stop, becoming snarled up inside, fall-
ing ill themselves, succumbing to the new age virus. Heart
machines would stop pumping, lung machines would stop
breathing, brain machines would stop bleeping, or think-
mg.

Perhaps the problem that has been brought to our
attention the most however, is the Bug's effect on the
World's business. There has been, by some governments,
a sudden panic; releasing tons of printed leaflets asking the
population to help prevent the disaster that has been pre-
dicted. The stock market could crash, millions will be made

redundant maybe even more will be made bankrupt. Peo-
ple would find their bank accounts and social security mys-
teriously gone - technically the owners would not be old
enough to hold a bank account, some may not even exist
yet. But as I have said, there are plans and procedures be-
ing drawn up to help us survive this virtual Armageddon...

Problem In

Oh, by the way, the Bug problem has something to
do with the clocks in our computers not working, or some-
thing.

30th December 1999,. 8.30am

The mobilephonechirpeddepressinglyand Michael
Softon reached down into his pocket to lift out the shiny
black box. The light flashed on as he unfolded the phone
and the little LED shone cheerfully.

"Hello?" he said.

The static was broken by the grating voice, telling
him about the various situations coming to the fore at the
office, rasping andhissing aftertravellingthedistance down
phone wires and airwaves. His daughter screamed loudly
and dropped her spoon into the wet cereal with a slurping
sound. She folded her arms and began to sulk. Michael
gave his wife an appealing glance. She nodded, sighed and
shifted her weight on the chair opposite to him. She leaned
down to the girl and tried to reason with her, after a while
the girl began to laugh, his wife looked up at him.

"I don't know why I'm putting myself through all
this a second time!" she groaned, patting her swollen stom-
ach thoughtfully. "It won't be long now, Mike," she added.

Michael put his hand over the mouthpiece, "I know
darling, they say our little boy is due...next week, isn't it?"

"Yes, that machine said next week."
"Hell of a day, isn't it?" Michaellaughed, half lis-

tening to the phone, his wife nodded, smiling. "Yep...New
Year's Eve - we were going to go out."

"Well, you've got to work." She looked at him and
shrugged.

I've got to work, he thought, on holiday and I have
to work. In fact he knew that he didn't have to work, he
also knew that he may never work againafter the New Year.
His office, the City, was in turmoil in the wake of the last
frenzied government campaign against the Bug. The last
flurry of adverts had affected nearly every business in the
world - every computerised business anyway. The reports
and procedures documented had been so convincing, so
terrifying, that virtuallyall the world's companies had been
shaken into action. People had been forced to sit for days
in front of monitors, staring bleary-eyed into the artificial
light. They had been trying to avert the disaster...and had
very nearly managed -or so the public announcements had
said. It had just made people more eager to do something
about it, if it wasn't already too late.

So the problem had been left to the last minute and
it was the eve of the next Millennium - before anyone knew
what was happening companies were recalling all their
employees to work over the 1999 Christmas. Of course
there was widespread outrage until the redundancy letters
had begun to print out, that shut people up and motivated
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them.

Michael's beeper began to bleep. He didn't hear it
at first, over the noise of the windscreen wipers leaving
their blurred wake across the glass as the rain continued to
cascade downwards, splashing against the outside of the
moving car. He brought the small grey box up to his face,
level with his eyes which scannedthe display, making their
way acrossthe screen;another reminderthat he shouldhave
been in work by now.

The brakes screeched as his car stopped, dead; just
in time for the traffic lights to flick onto red. Mike fell back
into the seat, breathing a sigh of relief as the string of cars
in front and behind him began an attempt to scare the lights
onto green with a furious onslaught of horns. Everyone
seemed to hate traffic lights - hate them for stopping peo-
ple in their tracks and then letting them go. It would be
much simpler, Michael thought, without them.

Maybe we won't have them for much longer, he
thought, they could catch t:.1.evirus and go wrong. And
then, when you think about it, we would need them more
than ever. Traffic lights are a pain, no more so however
than crunching into a truck at 60 miles an hour and getting
stuck there for hours until the emergency services cut you
out. People didn't need that, Michael thought, they needed
traffic lights.

An exhausted 'bing' sounded from the car as
Michael pushed the door open. He winced as the door
bumped against the blue Mercedes next to him. He held
his breath, waiting to see if the Mercedes' alarm would
sound - alerting everyone that it was in fact a Mercedes
being stolen. Nothing happened and Michael exited the
car, bleeping his own alarm into operation by remote as he
walked away.

In the car park engines were being revved, horns
were blaring out from all directions and people shouted,
loudly. We are here because of the computers, Michael
thought. If the computers fail then so do we, if we fail then
the company is dead. It won't survive if we can't work.
No more shouting,or engines, or horns - at least the air will
be cleaner for a few blocks.

The sleek, shiny, automatic doors at the entrance to
the building had been jammed open with two planks of
grimy wood and the ominous infrared sensor had been en-
thusiasticallycovered with black masking tape. Some peo-
ple in the crowds that were surging through the door were
noticing this and seemed to glance sideways, uneasily as
they passed through the high-tech portal.

"Why can't you just turn them off?" said Michael,
looking back at the doors as the security guard checked his
pass.

"We tried that," said the guard, "too many compli-
cations - it's easier to do it that way...okay, Mike? Have a
nice day."

What was the point? Michael thought, why can't
they let us have a proper door instead, or just a hole, that
would be easier.

The clatter of high heels and expensive soles on the
glossed floor was deafening. Michael pushed his way
through the throng, towards the jaws of one of the many
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elevators, which yawned wide to let him enter. As he crushed
into the huddle of people the doors began to grind shut -
this cued the irritating recorded voice, ordering people to
stand clear of the doors. Michael was pushed into the woman
behind him as the man at his side tried to move his arm. My
god, it's worse than a battery farm in here, Michael thought.

And it was, in a way, on the battery farm you could
eat and drink as much as you wanted and sleep whenever
you felt like it. That is the carefree existence we all want,
Michael thought, but then again, somewhere along the line
everyone wants something more or better and that's when
the problems start.

A menacing buzz emitted from the drive of a com-
puter, then a more soothing 'beep', the words 'IBM' flashed
up on the screen and them gradually and peacefully faded
into blackness. But no-one seemed to notice this as there

were more interesting things going on in the office.
People shouted and screamed and ran. The office

was in turmoil. From the point that the elevator had regur-
gitated him and his co-workers on the twentieth floor,
Michael knew that he was on the front line of the New

Year battle. Secretaries were hobbling down the corridors
like headless chickens, desperately trying to keep their bal-
ance with the stacks of printed data they carried. The 20th
floor was set up as an open office. The main area of the
floor being open, with partitions set up to mark out the vari-
ous working spaces. There were office rooms around the
outside of the floor, but most work was carried out on the
floor, that was where most of the computers were placed.
The floor was swarming with bodies, like ants, Michael
thought.

Taking a breath, Michael stepped out onto the floor,
dodging a young employee as she bounded past him, shout-
ing at someone on the other side of the room. Michael
could see his own desk in the distance, covered in paper.
Michaeljumped as someone off to is left tripped and flung
a stream of papers into his path, so many papers in fact that
they skidded across the floor and took out a plastic waste
paper bin, which spilled yet more papers onto the floor.
Michael continued fighting his way through the chaos, look-
ing up just in time to see one of his secretaries execute an
impressive pirouette to avoid a disastrous collision with a
coffee machine, nevertheless she jolted the glass mug which
toppled onto the lap of a suited, elderly gentleman, burning
liquid and all; Michael winced as the scream of pain ech-
oed off the grey partitions. As Michael turned his head, his
shoulder hit a young man carrying a lap-top computer, the
youth was flung into the air, landing heavily and breath-
lessly with a 'thud'. The winded boy groaned and Michael
quickly reached down to help him, anxiously asking if he
was alright. The boy was frantically scrabbling around for
the computer; it wasn't damaged - these machines never
were. The boy ran off, clutching his hip, Michael continued
on to his desk.

31~December, 1999

The screen glowed mercilessly into Michael's pu-
pils, and now it was 3:30pm on the last day of the year.



Whatever had been achieved yesterday, Michael thought, it
hadn't been much and besides, that was in the past; people
had to keep looking to the future.

"Hold on to your watches, it won't be long now,"
the nasal voice of Chip Wheeler came from behind the par-
tition, followed by his eager, freckled face. Chip grinned at
Michael, an uncomfortable, gap-toothed grin and Michael
could see that his colleague's head was damp with sweat.
Chip had been working like a demon for the past few weeks;
suddenly overjoyed that his computer programming skills
had become respected, revered and eagerly sought-after.
Chip looked like he hadn't slept in a month, come to think
of it, that was what Chip tended to look like anyway, Michael
thought.

"Er...! finished reprogramming the main processor
board capacitors in the coffee machine," Chip volunteered
with another smile. He was a nervous man, he stood
hunched over when he talked and he would often have to

push his black-rimmed glasses up the bridge of his nose
when they slid down due to the build-up of sweat. Michael
had often observed that he never seemed to stand quite still;
his hands tended to always be moving around.

"Oh, that's great, Chip," Michael said, not looking
up from his work on the computer screen. "Don't you think
you should be working on the Main Database instead?"

"Er, I can't yet; they haven't finished wiping the,
er, spell check programs," Chip replied.

"Okay, that's fine." Michael glanced up for a sec-
ond. There was an ominous silence.

"Er."

There was another awkward silence, Michael
glanced up again to speak, but stopped short, Chip had
disappeared. Michael shrugged and went back to peering
at his screen, he needed to send an e-mail quite urgently,
but all thephonelinesin theofficewerejammed with outgo-
ing calls. Five minutes later Michael triumphantly sent the
mail winging its way through cyberspace. Michaelleaned
back in his chair.

"Okay, that's finished." The nasal voice rose from
behind his computer.

"Chip! What the hell are you doing back there?"
Michael shouted,jumping in shock.

"Er, I'm sorry, I was just -" there was a length of
black wire drapedaround Chip's neck.

"No, it's alright really," Michael said reassuringly.
"You don't go awaydo you! Chip,what's that...that 'noose'
doing round your neck?"

"Oh, this," Chip smiled faintly. "I er, I'm going to
end it al!!" he said in a mock desperate voice. Michael
laughed kindly. "No, seriously," Chip added, "I was just
recalibrating the MS-DOS Network Drivers. You know,
while I'm waiting." Yet another silence followed.

"How's the wife?" Michael volunteered, "she still

modelling those swimsuits from Thailand?"
"Nah, she got fIred a few weeks ago," Chip lamented.

"She was too good for them anyway." Michael kicked him-
self for asking, and turned to his screen in embarrassment.
After a while he looked back up at his friend.

"Listen, Chip...you know about these things - how
bad is it really going to be?" Chip grinned to himself.

"Mike, everyone's been askingme that and in knew
I would tell them: but I don't, so I can't. I'll tell you one
thing though," Chip's voice became low and conspirato-
rial, "if my calculations are correct, it won't be half as bad
as they say it's going to be." Chip nodded to Michael and
walked off to another computer.

"That's still pretty bad," Michael said cynically and
turned back to his own screen.

11:25pm
Screens flickered, phones rang and text was typed,

and before anyone knew it, it was nearly the next year. It
had arrived slowly, but hardly subtly and people had seemed
afraid to look at the clocks on the walls and in the comput-
ers. Gone were all the past pleasantries at this late hour; the
office was still crowded with people hurrying about, but
no-one bumped into anyone now, they just glided silently
and quickly amidst a sea of desks and paper - no time for
'pleases' or 'thank yous' now, best just to get on with it.

Gradually the crowds in the office thinned as people
completed their tasks and finished Doing Their Bit. Now
employees clustered about certain computers, chatting nerv-
ously and waiting. With less than half an hour to go, Michael
pressed his last key, rubbed his eyes and pushed his chair
back from his desk. He squinted out into the inky blackness
of the outside world through a far away window, the gloom
outside was punctuated only by the speckles of light cover-
ing the hulking, concrete form of the rest of the city.

Suddenly Michael realised that a crowd had formed
behind his own desk; people were lost without their own
machines and were just gravitating towards the ones that
looked active. As the minutes passed, the chatter subsided
as each person turned their eyes towards the clocks on the
computer screens, each breath hanging on the pixels of the
electronic display. Michael could feel the atmosphere crack-
ling around him, sweat formed on his brow and his grip on
the chair tightened as the numbers slipped inevitably on-
wards.

The display flicked onto 11:59, the surge of panic
was tangible, people seemed to fall back from the screens
and Michael felt his stomach tighten. The Earth found it-
self in the Last Minute. Michael hoped that all the anxiety
and preparation had been enough, that the months of re-
programming and recalculating had been worth something;
that what they had done had worked. What had they done?
Michael felt a chill run up his spine, fear at the prospect of
seeing his way ofliving wiped and erased permanently. But
it couldn't happen like that, not after putting all faith into
technology and creating these wonderful machines, could
it? In 20 seconds everyone would know.

Michael gritted his teeth, he wanted to freeze in time.
"Can't we just stop the clock?" he thought, "we created it
after all. I want things to be just the way they were, I want
to be in this job, at my computer for another four years with
the company too late now,

4, 3, 2, I, zero, it was done. The year Two Thou-
sand.

A phone rang, someone picked it up, and life went
on.
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Duke of Edinburgh:

Uncovered...
PART1 (To the tune of 'Morning has Broken')

The sun beats down on my upturned
face and as I lie back in the soft, lush grass
birds sing and the occasional squirrel frolics
by my feet. After resting I spring back onto
my feet and settle gently into the soft moor-
land grass, my sixty megaton rucksack rest-
ing daintily on my back. Though this ruck-
sack feels strangely detached from me, the
comforting bulge of my fork tickles my spine
and the shoulder straps chafe the skin on my
shoulders, reassuringly. Our group moves off
across the ridge of Wolf
Fell and as an envelop-
ing mist settles around
us, restricting visibility
to less than five feet, it
provokes thoughts of
graveyards and tomb-
stones. Gradually the
land becomes more satu-
rated underfoot and we

begin to sink until the
five of us are swallowed

up to our waists in a peat
bog. Ho, ho we chuckle,
this expedition is turning
out to be one jolly jape.

That evening,
holed up in a tunnel of
damp nylon, we bonded
in a way that a group of
blokes on a diet of foil

packed food do. As se-
nility set in from days of
boiling water in alu-
minium pans, Bing mus-
tered a jolly $ingalong of
'Farma Police', with
many additional verses.
Sleep soon set in.

Morning was broken, like the first morning,
Blackbird spoke too loud, much cursed

t'was it,

Searing my fingers, as the stove warmed up,
Sausage fat spitting, ignited the tent,
Praise for the farmer, with chemical toilets,

Then we start walking, it's 7:30 am.

PART 2

So, okay, part 1 is
the cheerful portrayal of
expeditions which may
be described by wizened
assessors of many a D of
E exploit. Cynicism
apart, we can give you
a slightly more accurate
description of what goes
on.
0 D of E involves

four parts; one of
which is an expedition
of some sort, the oth-
ers being a Service, a
Physical and a Skill
section.

0 Each section is de-

signed to help prove
yourself both mentally
and physically with a
number of varying
tasks.

0 But D' of E is not

what you might think;
the basis of all activi-

ties is enjoyment
whilst you earn your
award.

0 The expedition re-You've got to have a lot of stamina for this job!
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Stoically face the pain of those developing blisters (alterna-
tively chop them off as Lorraine Machaj does!)

quires physical effort, but this is never to a
great degree - the physical section of the
course prepares you more than sufficiently
for the expedition.

0 You could spend the weekend bored at
home, alternatively an expedition is an op-
portunity to have a few days away with your
mates, gaining a meaningful award as you
do so.

0 The D of E award is recognised as a high
level of commitment beyond what is nor-
mally expected from the participants and
is seen as a great achievement by potential
employers.

0 If you are considering joining the D of
E scheme, bear in mind it is not a walko-
ver. You will be expected to show commit-
ment, dedication and initiative. However,
if you think that you are up to the challenge

A heavy mist descends, but, hey, if anyone can cope then
these hardened D of E folks can!

then the scheme could prove to be an ex-
tremely memorable experience, whether
you start at Bronze level, Silver, or even
follow it all the way through to Gold.

(Chris Edwards and Daniel Hesford.)

MAD WOMAN IN
LEAP OF FAITH
FRENZY WITH
MYS TERI 0 US.
MASKED FIGURE

Last December, a little known band of
plucky students and a few reckless teachers
gained significant attention by abseiling from the
roof of the school. They co-ordinated their char-
ity descent through careful negotiation with the
proper authorities and then tied their ropes to the
radiator in Mr. Marlow's office, using the sky-
light to access the roof, and began to whip the
crowd into a frenzy of anticipation. Much to the
delight of the spectators below, Santa Claus made
an appearance, bearing gifts of assorted confec-
tionary which were thus thrown to the crowd.

Amongst the students plunging to the
ground was a mysterious, masked superhero, as
he gracefully swung his way earthwards, gruff
Scottish expletives were rumoured to have been
heard. Upon landing the Dark Knight vanished
without trace, almost as quickly as he appeared -
his cardboard ears flapping in the wind.

The air of unease created by the gargan-
tuan presence soon evaporated as a certain female
teacher was sent head over heels by Mr. Haworth's
handling of the rope. After the gasp of horror
had subsided, the teacher was able to right her-
self and proceeded to descend safely.

The event was enjoyed by many spectators,
who contributed generously, and along with the
money raised by sponsorship the club made ap-
proximately £400 - two hundred of which has
been donated to the charity 'Shelter', the rest has
gone towards equipment for the climbing club.

The cardboard ears of the 'bat' man were
spotted partly concealed in a bag which has fre-
quently been seen at orienteering club events, this
provokes the thought that the Dark Knight is in
fact none other than our own Mr. Gray! Maybe
these suspicions will be confirmed if the myste-
rious figure appears at the next event... ?

(Chris Edwards)
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The Earth Is Not
Ours....

This is by no means a new idea, but as a
school perhaps we have more responsibility
for giving our pupils an awareness of the
thought and to encourage them to take action.
The more pressure from children, the more
likely are the adults of the world to have re-
gard for the needs of many generations in the
future.

What might we at BRGS do to play our part?
Are we sending out the right messages in our teach-
ing and pastoral work, in our care of the buildings
and grounds, in the way we travel to and from school,
in our use of energy and materials, and in what we
buy and whom we choose to supply us?

In 1992 the Governors issued a statement of en-

vironmental principles:

"The Earth is not 0urs, I
we have bolTowed ..

i~from our children.

"Having due regardfor the need to provide an
efficient and cost-effective services, it is the policy of
this school to work towards promoting and encour-

aging activities which are environmentally beneficial. "

These carefully chosen words reflect the caution of the time, when green issues were still
seen by many as being peripheral. It is interesting to recall that the Governors refused to include
"work towards reducing the school's adverse effect on the environment" when agreeing the final
wording. The world has moved on and in recent years that was radical green thinking has become
established policy for the major political parties as we have come to accept the true impact of our
actions and our common responsibility for them. The old view of narrow, "one issue" environ-
mental thinking has changed as many people have come to realise the enormity of global prob-
lems and the value of a more holistic ecological approach in terms of economics, social justice
and sustainable global development as well as the basic problems of pollution and resource deple-
tion.

To get down to practicalities, how well are we doing at BRGS and what could we do better?

The 1992 environmental principles statement listed six objectives:

0
0
0
0

to increase the efficiency with which we use energy
to reduc~ the amount of waste produced
to increase the amount of material recycled
to ensure better use of resources
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Energy use is an easy one to talk about be-
cause it consumption, in the forms of coal, gas and
electricity, are accurately monitored and the envi-
ronmental problems are measurable and well un-
derstood. The chart shows how electricity use in
school has changed, the 56% increase in ten years
suggesting that a lot could be done.

The bulk of electricity use is still in lighting,
though the use of computers is no making a growing contribution. Could we be more careful to
switch off lights and computers when they are not needed? Whose job is it? Is there a role for
pupils to act as energy monitors? Would it be cost effective to pay them? Should the school
caretakers be paid a bonus calculated from reductions in fuel use? When did you last walk past an
empty classroom with all the lights blazing and do nothing about it?

The energy used in transport to and from school is a big source of atmospheric pollution and
resource depletion, and the vehicles themselves cause congestion and danger. How could we
reduce this impact? Those who walk, cycle or use public transport are setting the best example
and should be rewarded in some way, and there must be a more organised approach to car sharing.
Should we have a 'travel to school policy'? It must be said that the trend of pupils travelling from
further afield since we became a Grant Maintained school is less environmentally sustainable.

Many pupils talk to me about the waste of paper in school, usually when a school newsletter
has been given out (sorry, Mrs. Taylor!). As teachers, most of us are guilty of thoughtless photo-
copying from time to time - not reducing in size when appropriate, using just one side of the
paper, doing too many copies, not designing the layout to make the best use of space, not taking
copies back for reuse the following year and so on. Not very long ago we didn't have easy access
to photocopies, so why have we become so dependent upon them, using well over a million
copies each year? Perhaps we should have a "no copies" week and just see how much it affects
our lessons. Monitoring the way we use paper could
be a role for pupils who, after all, are supposed to be
benefiting from the use.

Recycling projects have bee tried for paper and
aluminium cans. Dr. Robinson still takes away huge
boxes of waste paper from the Staff Room. Pupil
initiatives for can collecting usually start with en-
thusiasm but they are very difficult to keep going,
with problems of storage, crushing and sorting out
the aluminium from the steel cans and the week old

cheese butties which always arrive no matter how
clearly you label the collecting bins. It is worth hav-
ing a go form time to time, but has anyone ever thought that a better solution would be to have no
cans in the first place, but provide more water fountains for thirsty pupils?

This idea leads nicely to the fifth objective, because the easiest way to avoid buying some-

0 to ensure, where possible, that items purchased
by the school cause the least environmental
damage in their production, use and disposal
to encourage a greater sense of responsibility
for he state of the environment

0

To take the first four objectives together, how well
do we manage our throughput of resources?
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thing which causes environmental damage in its production, use and disposal is simply to do
without it. The problem is that in our consumer based society we feel we have no choice.

But could we not choose the least damaging alternatives? We could, for instance, buy
recycled paper for the photocopiers. Unfor-
tunately there are two problems, firstly the
photocopier maintenance company don't like
it and for the second reason read again the
Governors' statement of environmental prin-
ciples. "Cost-effective" is management-
speak for "as cheap as we can get it" and
good quality recycled paper is not cheap.
Instead we go for low cost deals on paper
from Indonesia or Brazil with goodness
knows what environmental damage in its
production, not to mention its energy-con-
suming transportation half way across the
world. I know I'm being a bit unfair but it's

worth making the point. If we could think more carefully about the use of the photocopiers we
could probably reduce our paper use so much that we could afford paper from a more sustainable
source.

The fifth objective can't be left without mentioning: food. As a school what effect could we
have on pupils' awareness of healthy eating and a balanced diet, ethical issues such as vegetarian-
ism and fair trade, and the environmental impact of food production, transportation, processing
and packaging? Take a look around at
lunchtime for the evidence of the current
state of affairs.

We can be more positive about one
aspect of objective number six. In recent
years we have planted well over a thou-
sand trees in the school grounds. The plan-
tation at the far end of the top field, over-
looking the Glen, is now ten years old and
almost ready for thinning out. Would some
pupils like to make a plan of the various
plantations and give them names? There is
plenty of scope for more tree-planting and
there is never a shortage of volunteers. As
for general tidying up, what about tackling
the area behind the wall across the slope from the main entrance as a Millennium project?

In fact there are plenty of ideas for positive action. The trouble is, we all tend to leave it to
someone else.

The writer who first got me thinking on these lines said that the first role of education must
be the transmission of ideas of value, of what to do with our lives. He said that "know-how" must
take second place, for it is foolhardy to put great powers into the hands of people without making
sure that they have a reasonable idea of what to do with them. As a school we are very good at
getting across the "know how", but are we doing enough to instil in our pupils a better under-
standing of the consequences of our everyday actions - for ourselves and for our children from
whom we have borrowed the Earth?

-
"11"5all very well, but we've got a living 10make!"

(Mr. D Archer)
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Forgotten Annoyance

Books litter the floor,
the only lives he'd led.

The only friends he ever
had were purely in his head.

Never been a sportsman,
not clever or cool.

Never had any frie
bullied when

Life never
dIIII

pare
T

rriment,
t understand.

~ttention he ever got,
5 a slap from their hand.

Dad never really cared.
didn't give a toss,
Never shed a tear

even when child was lost.
Mother, he never felt her love,
nor soothed by caring caress.

Never cooked or cared for him,
he only felt detest.

Then one day all was lost,
he'd been bitten, hurt and stung.

My only wish -you remember me,
for how you made me perish....

Shaun Munro
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Suicide

She died a shocking, untimely death,
and it all started behind the bike sheds,

just one or two at first, gradually growing
to unumbered amounts.

I suppose you could call it a form of suicide,
a bomb that was ready to explode,
or maybe you could call it possession,
possession by the devil;

taunting you; teasing you; tempting you to have another.
Go on, have another.

At times she'd stop and swear never to do it again,
but the old flame would be reignited,
and then it would be more - like it was a ritual or summat.

I'll never forget the time she turned to me,
her pupils wavering like two tiny flames,
"I'm dying," she wheezed, "they've finally got me."
She referred to 'them' as if they were her only friends,
Maybe they were.

I'll remember forever those weapons that she fondly used, called 'fags'.
It was suicide.

Sarah Hall 10S

Cluttered Contents

As the cluttered contents of the more than slightly worn leather was torn away from its home

As another part of the young woman seemed to drift away

As the impartial voice reeled off the contents, no extra detail given to the importance of every piece of paper

As the photo of the dark young male, and the crumpled one of old school days following the much loved photo
of the two blonde children playing in the garden were slipped into the anonymous plastic bag

As the significant tattered plane ticket was overlooked and allowed to be carried away by the wind

As the much thought of sweet wrapper was scorned by the invader

Another soul is taken and all is forgotten.
Bed Stephenson 10M
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DOMINIQUE

DOMONEY
The S ulrrel Interview...

Five star luxury hotels, two week holidays in the
sunshine of Tampa Bay, Florida - sound good?
Well, it can all be yours for free! Oh, but there
is a catch (and it's quite a catch), you have to be
a swimming champion at international level, get
up to train at 4:30 am each day and then do even
more training in the evening and that's before
we mention the stress of international competi-
tion itself.

In the main hall on the international honours board
you will find the name of Dominique Domoney (lIM).
She is there because she has gained several medals swim-
ming for Great Britain in international competition, most
recently the silver in the European Championships held
in Luxembourg. So how did it all start for Dominique?
The same as for any other child learning to swim, except
Dominique didn't actually start learning until she was nine
years old when, just like everybody else, she started in the
bottom group at Rochdale Aquabears. It took her until
she was eleven years old to reach the top group and since
then she has never really looked back.

Dominique has gone from success to success after
her first national competition at eleven: she swam in the
age group above her and came sixth out of all the swim-
mers in the country in that group - certainly an achieve-
ment, but people should have seen her competitive ele-
ment as she didn't celebrate but cried and cried because

she had been ranked first! However, this was a major
step for Dominique who learned a valuable lesson about
strategy. She was far too naive - she swam flat-out in all

F-
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of the heats and therefore couldn't give her best per-
formance in the final. Since realising this she now has
two bronze medals and four silver medals!

The Price of Success.
International success doesn't come easily and

when you see Dominique walking around school, you
probably wouldn't guess the amount of training that she
will already have done before school started. She trains
nine times each week: four mornings and five nights.
For the morning sessions she gets up at 4:30am and goes
to the pool. In the evenings training starts at 4:30pm
and lasts for two hours. Circuit training adds an hour
extra onto this time and it takes place four times per
week! The aim is to get the fullest all-round fitness
possible.

Dominique doesn't have to follow a very strict
diet; obviously she doesn't eat too much fatty food, her
diet is based mainly around carbohydrates and often
sugar is added to drinks to keep up energy. Smoking
and drinking are not acceptable. The real strain comes
from physical and mental fatigue though, more of which
later.

National Glory.
Despite the rigours of training there are some

paybacks for swimming at a top level, one of them be-
ing time off school for competition. The British Na-
tionals and the British Senior Nationals are both one
week long and Dominique competed in both of them
and feels that this was still one of her best competitions,
it was also one of her most frustrating. She was cheated
out of gold in the 200m freestyle. She touched the elec-
tronic board and she could hear the crowd going wild
and cheering, but then it was reported over the P.A. that
one of her opponents, Liz Fish [appropriatename - ed.]

appeared to have an electronic board that wasn't work-



ing properly and the judge in her lane adjudicated that Liz
Fish had actually touched first. Dominique appealed
against the decision, but to no avail.

What was worse was that the same thing happened
again the following day. This time she missed the gold in
the 400m freestyle competition by one second! - to Liz
Fish! The day after that Dominique was beaten to silver
again by two seconds in the 800m freestyle, the consola-
tion this time being that the winner was not Liz Fish!

Preparation for International Competition.
To qualify for possible selection for the England

Swimming Team Dominique had to attend a swim meet
in April, 1997. After winning the 200m, 400m and 800m
freestyle competitions she had been shortlisted down to

ten possibles, but selection still wasn't guar-
anteed. She still had to go on a fourteen
day training camp in Tampa, Florida

Training in Florida.
The training camp was aimed at distance
freestyle competitors, paid for by the Ama-
teur Swimming Association with villa ac-
commodation. It sounds wonderful, but it
wasn't quite what Dominique expected...
The training was intensive - no account was
taken for jet-lag either and training started
immediately. Training each day was hard
and there were only two days off. Even on
the two days off they still had to get up at

4:30am and although it was 'free-time' they had to go
around the locality seeing all of the local monuments so it
was still an exhausting day.

There was no freedom on the camp and nobody
was allowed out of their villas during the day and swim-
mers are chaperoned at all times and male and female
swimmers are restricted to different parts of the swim-
ming pool. However, there was some good news when
she telephoned her mum at home: she had been selected
for the England Squad for the International champion-
ships in Luxembourg.

Dominique says that in many ways she felt more
relief than excitement as some of the pressure was taken
off her in training. The reaction of the other swimmers to
the news was described by Dominique as 'dull'. Other
swimmers have to be very competitive and people can
become very jealous - she has seen many fights between
swimmers and so she tried to keep her news quiet.

When she returned from the camp, Dominique felt
the effects of her intensive training as she suffered a com-
plete 'body-breakdown'. She had to spend two complete
weeks out of the water because of the level of exhaustion
she was suffering. At times on the camp she hardly had
the energy to lift herself out of the pool.

The 'Duracell Bunny' Enjoys International
Success.

Dominique was on her way to Luxembourg for the
European Swimming Championships. Considering the
hard work that she had put into her training she deserved
her place. There is another factor that makes her success
all the more remarkable. For a swimmer Dominique is
short. This has gained her the nickname Duracell Bunny,
because she has to keep going faster and harder than any-
body else. Dominique says that she feels it means she has
a better swimming technique and so she doesn't mind,
but one must wonder what would be possible if she was
even taller...

There were thirty to forty other countries compet-
ing in the competition, from Russia and Sweden to France
and Germany. Dorninique didn't really know much about
the competition she faced and not having a shared lan-
guage made communication with many swimmers diffi-
cult. It seemed, however, that the GB team lacked some
of the team spirit of the squads from other countries - the
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Icelandic squad had all dyed their hair the
same colour and wore matching nail var-
nish. The GB team weren't even wearing
the same T-shirts. The competition did not I
have a final, but the best times from each p
of the heats was taken to decide the win-
ners which suited Dominique as it meant
that she could swim flat out.

Dominique learned that by the end
of the competition she had won the silver
medal, a tremendous achievement. I asked
her what it felt like to be able to stand up
on a podium in front of all those people
and the media after having such success
for your country. She says, though, that
she didn't really realise the international
significance of her achievement, the first
aim that she had was to beat all of the other British swim-
mers as it was this element of the competition that seemed
more important to her at the time!

The Emotional Strains of Being An Interna-
tional Champion.

As you have seen the physical strains of training
are massive on swimmers at this level, but emotional
breakdown is also common and many swimmers see sports
psychologists regularly. "If you are upset already," says
Dorninique, "then training can make things even worse."
Dominique says that sometimes swimmers, including her-
self, have cried for the whole duration of a training ses-
sion and screaming as well as tears are by no means unu-
sual when swimmers are under stress.

Dominique visits a sports psychologist and has
suffered various illnesses as a result of the competitive
nature ofthe sport. This has ranged from complete physi-
cal breakdown to insomnia because of the worry about
not being able to make certain times. "People give up
swimming left, right and centre as a result of the strain,
even if they're good sometimes,"Dominique states calmly.

"One of the worst things about stress," she explains
"is that you can't really take time out from your training
regime because then you start to feel guilty." It is a vi-
cious circle - the training is both exhausting and addictive
and if you take time out then you are less likely to be
selected. Dominique reports that a friend of hers was so
addicted to training that she wouldn't get out ofthe pool,
even when her coach demanded it. Training can make
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things worse though. People have been
known to come to the pool with a bit of
a snuffle and have pneumonia by the
end of the week.

Dominique has continued to train
even when she had broken fingers. The
competitive nature of the swimmers
never leaves them. Dorninique says that
sometimes other swimmers phone her
up and tell her that they are ill. She says
that she is sorry, but of course there is a
part of her inside that is also glad. It's a
trait that all competitors share and all of
these problems are so common that one
advantage is that there is no need to
apologise when you end up screaming
because everybody does at some point

and everybody understands.
Dorninique says that sometimes, when she hears

people at school complaining about how tired they are
after getting up to do a paper round, it seems so trivial and
she used to get quite angry. However, she says that peo-
ple now know when to leave her alone and she is manag-
ing more and more to keep school and swimming as sepa-
rate areas of her life.

The Future.

I asked Dorninique if there was ever time for ro-
mance amidst all the training. She told me that there is an
unwritten rule amongst swimmers that you must go out
with a swimmer that is at the same level as you. At the
moment she is seeing the Commonwealth Champion
swimmerMark Racher. On a competitive level Dorninique
is part of a group of swimmers who form Swim 2000, a
group of swimmers who have the potential to swim in the
2000 Olympics. She feels that she is more likely to peak
for the 2004 Olympics.

Dominique hopes to go on to study A-levels at
Hopwood Hall which is near her training pool. After that
she would like to go on to Newcastle or Bath to study
fashion. She wants to go on swimming until she has to
retire from competition, but she doesn't want to go on to
become a trainer, she says that she would like another life
and so she would like to go on to become a fashion buyer.

Although Dominique has appeared briefly on tel-
evision, she doesn't feel that swimming gets the recogni-
tion that it ought to and it remains a minority viewing
feature. She says that the all-round physical fitness should
give it more credit compared to some other sports. It in-
volves landwork, running weight training, diet and more.
You have to have all-round body fitness - there is no point
in doing weight training if you don't then get out there
and run the circuits.

Certainly Dominique's achievements so far are in-
credible and she should inspire us all to push our limits
further and try that little bit harder to do better. So I'm
sure that we would all like to wish Dominique the best of
luck for her future and keep your eyes out in the future for
more successful appearances from the Duracell Bunny.
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DAY 1:

Every English
pupil going to
Germany, said
their farewells at
Rawtenstall
Cricket Club be-

fore piling onto
the coach and

being whisked
off to Manches-

ter Airport.

Once we got off
the plane in
Frankfurt, we
drove to

E p P e I h e i m , Mr.Parkinsoninweekendattire,accompaniedbyDanielleCarey,LilyCooperandLizaGrimshaw.
where we were due to met our partners for the Grimshaw and Danielle Carey). We went to
first time. The tension built up as we got the Schwetzingen, a former summer residence
nearer to the car park where our partners were of the Prince electors of the Palatinate. It was
waiting for us. We were all nervous about a castle with amazing castle gardens. Despite
meeting them. Would we get on with our part- the fact that we were there all afternoon, we
ners? Would our German really stand up to barely saw half of it. It was loads of fun and
the test? All this however, wasn't necessary, we enjoyed exploring the temples. Because it
all our partners were really welcoming and we was winter, all the marble statues were cov-
were all made to feel at home. We then all ered by wooden 'huts' for protection so we
went home to our partners. couldn't see all of them. Even so, we had a

great time. We can appreciate why these gar-
dens have been given the name 'Pearl of the
Palatinate' .

DAY 2:

Despite the success of the first meeting with
our partners, we were all grateful to get back
to our familiar, English-speaking friends! We
spent the morning in the German school. Ger-
mans go to school from 8 till! o'clock. We
were spared spending the whole morning in
lessons. We were welcomed by the headmas-
ter and all received a free pen!

That afternoon we were left to spend time with
our partners. Personally, my partner met up
with two of her friends (Saskia and Vera) who
had partners who were friends of mine (Liza
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DAY 3:

We went into Stuttgart, the region's capital. It
was good because not only were we given a
quick tour and explanation of some of it's main
buildings (church, palace). We were then left
to go around Stuttgart in groups. This was
really the first time that I had to speak Ger-
man I shops etc. I was quite proud of myself
for buying post cards and a donut without the
help of my partner!



After Stuttgart we went on to a smaller town called
Leonberg where there was a parade and funfair.
We stopped to watch the parade and were de-
lighted when we realised they were throwing
sweets! We then went on to the funfair for an

afternoon of waltzers, dodgems and candyfloss!

DAY 4:

After the fun and excitement of the day be-
fore, we all had to calm down and go to school.
Not that school wasn't exciting, this particu-
lar day - it was a birthday! Not only that but it
was a joint birthday! It was Megan
Willingham and Heather Butterworth' s birth-
day. Presents and singing meant school was
more fun than normal!

That afternoon, a trip to Heidelberg was or-
ganised for the people on the exchange. Frau
Knaute gaveus a tour of Heidelberg. It was loads
of fun. Best of all was

just the general bubbly
atmosphere of enjoy-
ment.

DAYS:

Another trip! First we
went to Guttenberg
Castle, which has been

owned by the
Guttenberg family for
800 years. The family
still lived in part of it
now, but a part of it
was now a museum.

We were given a
guided tour which was
really interesting.
Then we went up the
tower from which the

view was amazing, but
anyone afraid of
heights was best off to
stay downstairs!

Because the castle was

quite high up, there was
snow around and so

unavoidably - SNOWBALLS!

Wethen carriedon to Badwimpfen. First we were
left to wander in groups of 6. Inevitably, this
meant more snowballs! After a good messing
around for a while, our partners took the threeof
us for pizza. Then we met up for a tour around
the village. It was a really enjoyable day in which
laughter was almost non-stop.

DAY 6:

.
The last day at school! We were even lucky
enough to be able to leave early because, that
afternoon we went to a museum called

Kurpfalzisches about Heidelberg. We were
given a tour and saw things such as the oldest
picture of Hiedelberg. We saw and handled
old weapons and some people tried on roman
tunics.
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Paul McIlhone (obviously)

That evening we had a party! It was held at
George house in honour of Megan and Heath-
ers birthday. We all had a great time eating
"Paprika" (pepper) crisps and listening to mu-
SIC.

DAY 7:

The weekend was spent with our partners and
their families. My partne~ took me into
Heidelberg where we met up with Liza and her
partner Saskia. We went shopping and it was
loads of fun. Once we'd finished we went to a

..- --

cafe. Chocolate galore - hot chocolate, choco-
late milkshake and chocolate sundaes!

That evening we all met up again at the ice
rink! It was loads of fun and I'm proud to say
I didn't fall over once!

DAY 8:

Again, my partner Sabine and I met up with
Liza and Saskia. Sabine's partner took us to
Heidelberg castle where we saw not only some
beautiful architecture but also a gigantic wine
barrel - the biggest in the world.

We then went on to an Imax theatre. There,

were glasses that made the film seem 3D. It
was great, it felt like you could reach out and
touch things. The part with the rollercoaster
was the best, as if we were really riding a roller
coaster. Then we stopped at the cafe for
Tachos, coke, hotdogs etc - yum!

DAY 9:

Bowling! We all had a brilliant time when
everybody met up as a group again. Despite
my terrible performance when it comes to
bowling I just managed to beat Thomas!

Later that evening, Danielle, Liza and I met
up with our partners at Saskia's house for a
sleepover. We had a great time, pigging out and
pillow fighting. It wasbrill!

- ,.,.
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DAY 10:

During the day, we went to a Fasching Carni-
val. It was brilliant. We spent nearly all day
catching sweets and popcorn that was thrown
to us from the floats. We all came back with
literally bags full! That evening we went to
the school for a fancy dress party. As well as
food, music and dancing, there was a live band
of which one of the members was on the ex-

change. They were really good and the
evening was loads of fun!

DAY 11:

Goodbyes - .our partners came with us to the
airport but left before we checked in. After
tearful goodbyes and promises to write before
they visited, our partners got back on the coach
and went back to Heidelberg. We got on the
plane and headed home after an extremely
enjoyable 10 days.

Tschus!
(LILY COOPER, 9R)

My Friend

As I wal;k to catch ..my bus,
I always go past your store,
Thinking of the both of us,
YOll wilL never be anymore.

YOll wiLL never dither from
my mind,

My feelings will always be
here,

For you were one of a kind,
For YOll I have shed many a

tear.

Ollr friendship only just got
started,

From each other we could
h.ave learned a lot,

But sadly for us, he departed

My dear friend I will forget
YOll not.

My friendship for you will
al ways thri ve,

As I know you would have
done for me;

$0 inmy.mind YOll shall al-
ways be alive,

You had always been there
for me.

The sadness inside me only
gets greater,

To know that you are truly
gone.

My friend I shall greet thee
later,

So our spirits can be one.

CANNY SCHOFIELC, 98
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OMIC RELIEF,
This year saw BRGS enter into fund raising for Comic Relief in a big way! There were
events throughout the week, culminating on Friday. Much fun was had by all those in-
volved and events were covered in the local press.

SLAVE AUCTION:
One of the most popular events was the slave auction which was held on Thursday of Comic Relief week,

then those who had managed to successfully bid for a slave could get them to do their duties at breaktimes and
lunchtime on the Friday.

It was an opportunity that the lunchtime welfare staff were not going to miss. When Jamie Hawley and Gareth
D.J. Edwards, top NorthWest D.J., gets a good price for Prince came underneath auction-master Edwards' ham-

Mr. Barron, music teacher. mer their eyes lit up with the glee that can only be ex-
:"\-V: 'F -~ L 1U.."... - ,_. plained by six years of torment from aforementioned

students! Bidding was fierce, but the welfare staff were
not to be outdone and as the price neared £50 they
finally purchased Jamie and Gareth as their slaves for
the day.
Little did Jamie and Gareth know, but they were to be

dressed in the fetching grey uniform of the welfare staff
the following day and made to pick up litter from around
the school. Far from being humiliated, it appeared that
the two lads quite enjoyed their new attire which they
modelled admirably all day!
Another high price was put up by a collective of year

11lads for Miss Fairclough. A sum of over fortypounds
went to purchase her as a slave. Such was their eager-
ness to purchase the services of Miss Fairclough for
the day that they did not realise that they weren't actu-

ally bidding against anyone! Nevertheless, they were more than satisfied as they paraded Miss Fairclough around
Waterfoot donned in mask and stating to those who met her that she was the personal slave of the students that were
with her!

7R were able to purchase Mr. Grehan as a slave for the day and they made full use of this. At morning break
he cleaned and polished their shoes (a task his nose is still in recovery from) and at lunchtime they made sure that he
was ready with a portion of chips for
each pupil of 7R in their form room!

P Y .1 A M A
DRAMA

A group of year 11 pupils
came to school in their pyjamas in
order to raise money for Comic
Relief, although some of us aren't
sure whether this was out of chari-

table spirit or the simple wish not
to have to bother getting ready in
the morning!
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L -R: Loren James, Alaina Collinge, Kath Wilkes & Sam Walch
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Below: 8S Held a Charity Netball Match

(in fancy dress of course the crazy guys and gals)

Back Row CL- R): LauraMcKenna,StephenCrane,KatieCoaker,Katie
Whittaker, Amy Gibbons, Stephanie Marlborough, Jenny GalIagher, Ryan
Pearson, Matthew Barnes.
FrontRow CL- R): LukeRoberts,BenLang,AndrewHayes,SimonSharifi,
Catherine Kennedy

HAIRLESS
HORROR IN
LEGWAX LU-
NACY

A rather more dramatic

fundraisingactivitywasmadeby three
students in the lower sixth: Adam

Newton, Peter Reed, Saqib Malik,
James Beetham, Gareth Prince and
Jamie Hawley (Jamie and Gareth were
certainly in the spirit of Comic Relief!)
all had their legs waxed! Their efforts
earned them a photograph in the
Rossendale Free Press.

The girls threw down the gaunt-
let and challenged te boys to a
game of netball, all in a good
cause - raising money for
Comic Relief. Secretly they
thought it would be a bit of a
walkover, but little did they
know...

The girls took an early
lead with two quick goals but
later in the second period some
excellent attacking play sawthe
boys get two goals back and
that's how it ended: 2 - 2.

Thanks go to Nina Pike
and Laura Heaton for referee-

ing the match, along with Mr.
Collins for supervising. Also
special thanks go to all the spec-
tators who donated money to
Comic Relief and the pupils
from SS for their somewhatcol-

ourful display of clothing!

L -R: Peter Reed, Adam Newton & lames Beetham
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Emmie Mowatt of 7R is another rising talent in the
school. You may have heard about Emmie's suc-
cess in international judo competition in Holland
earlier this year. Emmie has only been fighting for a
short while to have met with such success. Origi-

nally she went to judo to keep her brother company.
There her talent was soon spotted and she is now at
the last level of

orange before
she moves on to

the green belt.
You have to

move through
three stages on
each belt before

moving up. You
have to win

fights to make
progress. The
sequence of belts
IS:

petition than normal, but she was still as psyched-up
as she would be before any competition. She knew
that she had four fights ahead of her, but Emmie
didn't know who she would be fighting as names are
drawn randomly before fighting.

Unfortunately Emmie lost her first fight, but
then went on to win
her second. In her

third fight she faced
her first opponent
again - a daunting
task, but this time
Emmie was the vic-

tor. Her final fight
was the one that won
her the bronze medal

in the competition.
Emmie was up
against a Romanian
competitor who she
managed to defeat.
At the time she didn't

really realise what
she had achieved and

simply received her
medal, but later it
dawned on her what
she had done when

she thought "Wow!
I've just won a
medal for England!"
Emmie's next ma-

jor competition is in
September when she
hopes to go to Crys-
tal Palace. Her ulti-
mate ambition is ob-

vious, she says: to
win gold in the Ol-
ympics. I'm sure
that we all wish her

luck for the compe-
tition, but it is always good to know that even inter-
national medal winners can make mistakes... Emmie

recalls one funny moment in a fight which she saw.
One of the combatants submitted and the referee

ended the competition, unfortunately the defeated
contender didn't realise this and instead of shaking
hands with her opponent when she stood up as she
was supposed to, she slapped her thinking that the
fight was still on!

White
Yellow

Orange
Green
Blue
Brown
Black

She goes
to her judo class
twice a week and
of course, like
any dedicated
sportsperson, she
has to train; this
involves doing
circuits, press-
ups, sit-ups,
rope-climbing
and generally
building all-
round body
strength. One important thing that Emmie has to
watch is her weight as she is tall for her age and
competitors are usually chosen according to weight
which means that she usually has to fight sixteen
year olds.

Emmie entered a judo international in Hol-
land as part of the Great Britain Judo Squad. De-
spite the intemationallevel of the competition Emmie
says that she was no more nervous before the com-
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Many more of us are getting connected up to the internet.
Since previewing the school's website in last year's maga-
zine it has undergone many changes, as have the comput-
ers in the school. The school network is now fronted by
Windows NT to make it more reliable for users. These

changes have meant that now there are more computers
than ever on the internet around school.

So what does it all mean for us? As with most

things there are two sides to every story: it is both a valu-
able source for information on almost any conceivable
subject, but at the same time, as Janet Anderson MP stated
in her interview, they are also the vehicle for pornography
and the propaganda of various unsavoury political groups.
What can the internet do for you though?

On television we can hear people telling us how
we can do all of our shopping on the internet, how we will
be able to go to virtual school and many more such grand
things, but for most of us we just want to know what we
can do with the computer that sits somewhere in a room
in our house. One of the best ways to find items of inter-
est is to purchase internet magazines that recommend
particulary interesting sites. What happens when you want
to find a specific piece of information though?

One of the most popular (and to my mind most
simple) things to do is use the Search Engine called Ya-
hoo that can be found at www.yahoo.com. Already we
have strayed into the world of computer jargon - what is a
search engine? A search engine is like an index to the
internet; you type in the subject that you are interested in
(e.g. internal combustion engine) and it will find sites that
have these words in them. Most of the time this can find

you what you want, but very often you will find that your
search engine will find tens of thousands of matches (for
example every site that contains the word engine in the
opening paragraph!) and you can't possibly trail through
all of them. What can you do?

The best thing you can do is narrow your search.
How can you do this? On Yahoo it is very simple: next to
the space where you type the phrase you want the compu-
ter to look for you will see some blue writing that says
Advanced Search. If you click on this then you will get a
choice of how Yahoo will search for the phrase that you
have typed in. You can get Yahoo to only give you an
exact phrase match, matches on all words, and other per-
mutations that enable you to find sites that seem to match
what you are looking for better than a general search
would.

When the search engine has come up with a list of
sites that match your request you can employ some dis-
cretionary techniques of your own to judge the quality of
the information that is available to you. If you look at the
site addresses you can tell something about the informa-

tion you might get:
.ac in the address means that the site belongs to a

university or other academic institution
.co in the address means that it is run by a com-

pany so it may well have a biased slant or try to sell you a
product.

.org in the address means the site is run by an or-
ganisation such as a goverment body or a charity.

Hopefully you will now be able to make better in-
formed decisions when you search the net. What can you
use it for then? You could improve your language skills
by reading some foreign newspapers that are published
on the internet or of course you could visit sites that will
help you to revise your GCSEs such as the BBC's Bitesize
Revision web site. You can see the school's site or find

out about other schools by visiting Eduweb. Once on this
site you can search for most relevant information on
schools and education. There are some good sites aimed
at education. One of these is www.topmarks.co.uk.

What about having fun? Well there are all sorts of
crazy websites to be found. One incredible piece of soft-
ware that you can access on the internet is the Anagram
Genius Server. This is a piece of software that will find
all sorts of possibilities for phrases that you type in - it's
the forefront of software technology, but you may well
question exactly what its applications are. Anyway, what
does it come up with for Bacup and Rawtenstall Gram-
mar School? Here is just a tiny selection of the hundreds
of results that it came up with for your amusement. (You
can find the site at www.AnagramGenius.com/
server.html)

Well hung, abnormal, sad cataract romps.
Globular napalm charms now castrated.
Arrogant charlatan cows blamed lumps.
Abnormal catcalls warm up red-hot nags.
Oh, man! Rectangular, small, drab cowpats.
Sharp orangutan catcalls blamed worm.

Some phrases are more surreal than others and oth-
ers less polite! Some of the largest words that can be
made from BRGS are untransportable, store-cupboards,
uncontrollable and nanoprogrammable. Completely use-
less of course, but it's up to you what use you make of the
internet - have fun!

Below:
The simple way to search for information is to use Yahoo.

http://www.yahoo.com or

http://search.yahoo.com!search!options
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SEPTEMBER
The first LSOA Schools League Event of the season at Worden park clashed with a new venture for

the orienteers - the Peter Palmer Junior Relays. However, the squad was strong enough to be represented at
both events. Fortunes varied, and whilst both teams at the relays down in Bristol were disqualified for
punching irregularities (their control cards, not each other!) the team attending the League Event consisting
mostly of newcomers from the first year were overall third. This was to prove crucial towards the end of the
League. Saoirse Cowley, Jenny Gallagher and Emma Plant dominated the Year Groups.

OCTOBER
At Healey Nab, the boys were back in charge at League Event 2, with Dayne Powell, Greg Farrow,

Ken Masser and Michael Winnick all leading their respective Year Groups. A timely win for BRGS putting
their League prospects back on track. Also in October. a large squad traveled to Yorkshire to compete in the
BSOA Score Championships. A strong representation from the Yorkshire Schools kept BRGS out of the
medals, but there were many great individual performances, in particular lain Brown in the Year 7 Boys
Class.

NOVEMBER
League Event 3 at Lord Lots Wood was tough and technical

with several retirals on the Orange Course. David Darlington lost his
shoe in a bog but still managed to finish courtesy of a piggy-back ride
from a sympathetic competitor. Good running on the Yellow and Light
Green clinched the event for BRGS and set the Squad up for the main
event of the year.

The 12th BRITISH SCHOOLS ORIENTEERING CHAMPION-

SHIPS were held at Cannock Chase near Stafford. This year saw a
record entry of over1400 pupils from Year 5 to Year 13 from schools
up and down the country and for the first time, Northern Ireland was
represented. This is the 5th time BRGS has entered the Champion-
ships and with 38 pupils the largest squad to date assembled to com-
pete over courses tailored to each school year group.

The girls teams in Years 7, 8 and 11 were up against strong squads
from Ulverston Victoria High School but, despite good runs from all
of them they couldn't get into the medal positions. Lara Cadney and
Krystal Rawstron both finished in 11th position in their respective
age classes, an outstanding achievement for two relative newcomers.

The Year 8 Boys started well with Mike Masser in 8th position and
the remaining team members of Andrew WaIler, Nick Hallsworth
and Ben Lang finishing in third place overall, whilst in the Year 9
Boys Class, Tom Disney ran into 12th position with the rest of the
team of Thomas Young and Robert Hesketh finishing just outside the
top three.

Above:First ever BRGS ~ritish Schools'

The previously successful team of Michael Winnick, Mark Ashton Year 10 Boys' Champion: Ken Masser
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and Chris Edwards were split up this year
following a change in the race classifica-
tion rules but all three had excellent indi-
vidual performances in the Year 11 and
Year 12 Boys Classes.

The Year 10 Boys Class was won by a
margin of only 6 seconds by Ken Masser
who becomes the first British Schools In-

dividual Champion for BRGS, and the
Year 10 Team of Nick Starkey, Philip
Holmyard and Matthew McKenna fin-
ished in second place overall. Above: Robert Plant reaches the finishing line at BSOC '98.

Last year, the Year 7 Girls ran a great race and brought home the Girls Team Trophy. This year it was the
boys turn. First in for BRGS was Ben Smith, closely followed by Robert Plant and David Darlington to
become the Team Champions in their age class. The remaining team members of Jamie Hampson, lain
Farrington, Martin Bracewell, Alan Morris and lain Brown were not far behind and all deserve a special
mention for their fantastic effort

The nine best times recorded, placed BRGS in fourth place overall in the large Schools Category, the
highest ever placing for the school.

DECEMBER
Home ground for the next League Event at Clowbridge and the boys are at it again with Dayne

Powell, Andrew WaIler, Tom Disney, Ken Masser and Michael Winnick all winning their Year Groups. A
comfortable win for BRGS who were now closing on rivals BGS for top place in the League. A big thank
you to all the parents who helped out on the day and to the Masser Family for planning and organising the
Event.

~~U ARY
A cold crisp day saw the clubs own Championships at Tockholes near Darwen. This handicap event

allows for everyone to compete on equal terms (theoretically). Nick Starkey was the eventual winner of the
Ashton Cup, just pipping BSOC Champion Ken Masser by seconds. Trophies were also presented to the
following Year Winners:

Year 7 Boys:
Year 8 Boys:
Year 11 Boys:

Dayne Powell
Andrew WaIler
Michael Winnick

Year 7 Girls:
Year 8 Girls:
Year 11 Girls:

Charlotte Fairclough
Laura McKenna

Elizabeth Disney

L -R: Robert Plant, David Darlington
and Ben Smith - Year 7 Boys
British Schools' Champions.

",IFEBRUARY
A good turnout at the League's most

northernly venue at Roeburndale saw the
squad continue the season in winning form.
Dayne Powell, Andrew WaIler and Michael
Winnick all win their Year Groups and for
the first time BRGS are in the lead by one
point!
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MARCH
The final League Event at Haigh Hall turned

out to be another damp day but spirits were high.
With BRGS parents on the results team it seemed
nothing would go wrong - and it didn't, despite Dayne
Powell mistaking a rhodedendron bush for a stone
lion statue! With a great run by lain Farrington to
win the Yellow Course combining with the rest of
the teams placings, BRGS were clear winners to take
the League Trophy by three points from Bolton
School. The presentation of the Trophy took place
at Beacon Fell Country Park, venue for the LSOA
Individual Championships along with the following
Individual League Medals:

Yr 7 Boys RobertPlant
JamieHampson

Yr 8 Boys AndrewWaIler
Mike Masser

Yr 8 Girls Emma Plant
Yr 11 Boys Michael Winnick

APRIL
The Individual Championships are a

real test of skill and the venues are chosen

with navigation as well as running abilty in
mind. Tom Disney and Michael Winnick
proved to be the best on the day in their
Year Groups winning Individual Gold Med-
als, with Martin Bracewell running flat out
for a Bronze Medal in the Year 7 Boys. Nick
Hallsworth, having had an excellent year all
round, picked up another Bronze Medal in
the Year 8 Boys Class. Overall, the school
team just failed to make it 'the double' with
Bolton School winning the day by 16 points
to 12 points.

By the time you read this a number of our
best orienteers will be selected to represent
Lancashire in the Inter County
Championhipsrunning againstthe best from
Cumbria Schools and Merseyside and
Cheshire Schools at Torver, by Lake Con-
iston.
In June, our Junior members will be travel-
ling to the heart of the Lake District for a
weekends trainingwith top NW coaches and
preparations are already underway for the
next British Schools Championships at
Watford in November.
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Gold
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Silver

Above: Pictured are Michael Winnick and Elizabeth Disney
collecting the schools' league trophy.

Right: Andrew Wailer - a promising young orienteer
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A party of 41 students and 6 staff set off from
Manchester Airport on Saturday 13th Feb. Af-
ter an uneventful journey we arrived at our ho-
tel at about 6pm to be met by a really miser-
able manager who informed us what we could

A chance to relax in the sun was not to be passed up.

and couldn't do. It was a bit like being in a
prison!! After going to our rooms (which were
rather small for 4) we experienced our first meal.
Many of the students felt they were eating 'slop',
but really the food was not too bad - you even
had a choice. '

Sunday dawned bright and warm and the boys
had their first match against a local club. They
played at a school on a shale pitch which even
had seating around it for spectators! Although
the team were meant to be V15 many ofthe boys
had beards and looked about 20! This seemed

to set the pattern for the week!

On Monday we took a trip to the capital- Valetta
- hoping to see some of the carnival- however,
we missed a lot ofthis as it didn't start until after

4.00pm. However, it was a beautiful afternoon
and very warm wandering around the streets of
Valetta. A football match in the evening. Tues-
day was a busy, cold day with a trip to a local
craft village where many got souvenirs, then a his-
torical journey around the old capital M'dina
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(some found this
boring!). The
boys then went to
football in the rain
- but this team

were friendly and
even offered local
delicacies for re-
freshments after!

The girls then had
their first netball

match played at a
very posh stadium
with floodlights Enjoyingthesights.
and playing against almost an VI? national team.
They won this just! Wednesday was a bitty day,
although the sun was shining which made it a lot
more pleasant. Firstly a netball match against the
local school, then a shopping trip around the local
town Silema - with its designer Morgan and LaCoste
shops (much money spent by the group), then an
early evening match and victory for the boys. Thurs-
day was a similar day to Wednesday.

Finally, Friday dawned with clear blue skies
and little wind. Typical, our last day and the
best weather of the lot! The morning was spent
sunbathing and lazing around the pool, some
even daring to brave the outdoor pool - so cold
it took your breath away! After lunch there
was a final trip to Silema for last minute
pressies!

We rose bright and early on Saturday (4.l5am)
for our flight home and many slept on the plane
(needing a rest after the many late nights).

A good time was had by all.

Kate De' ath and Suzanne Ginnever relax in the evening
sunshine.



MUSIC
A major part of any Music GCSE course in-

volves studentscreatingtheir own compositions using
the skillsand techniques theyhave developed over the
years. Composing is a very difficult task and many
studentscan find ithard to write their own material for
coursework. However here at BRGS the music de-

partmenthasfacilitieswhich allow studentsto produce
work of a very high standard using computers
equipped with the computer program Cubase.

The program allows complex pieces to be cre~
ated as many techniques can be applied to student's
compositions, e.g. multi-tracking, which can be used
to layer sounds which can imitate real instruments or
special effect sounds to enhance pieces. Other tasks
such as samplingcan alsobe performed, taking voices
or sounds from home computer games for example.
Users play in their music on keyboards and the in-
formation is then transferred onto the computers
allowing riffs to be easily copied, transferred or
changed slightly (using special editing techniques)
for ease of use. The program is very versatile and
can create a wide range of pieces, varying from
classical pieces to modern dance tracks.

This year Ihave used thecomputersextensively
to help with my GCSE composition tasks. In my case
to create a track which has been performed at the
Spring Concert and I feel thatwithout the facilitiesthis
composition in particular wouldn't have possible. In
fact this was one of the reasons which persuaded me
to take GCSE music and is a positive factor to con-
sider if deciding to take a music course at BRGS,
whether at GCSE or at A-level. It is also worth re-

All choir members were required to wear head,
phones whilst the recording was being made.

membering that the technology is availableto all
students,and is employedin music classesa lotof
the time.

(JORDAN DICARLI)

Qavid Heywood (former pupil) records the singers of
BRGS

BR GS CUTS ITS
OWN CD

Earlier this year the junior and seniorchoirs were
called upon by former BRGS student David
Heywood to record a track for a CD that he was
makingfor his course in music. He is specialising
inrecordingtechniquesandfeltthattheBRGSsing-
ers werejust the people to lay down the finaltrack
on the CD, under the guidanceof MissRoberts.

The recordingwas done in only three takes
and detailsof the [mal recordingof 0 Lord,Hear
My Prayer shouldfollowsoon.
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The Secret Diary Of Adrian Mole. The Play

So then, this is the diary of the play of the Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged Thirteen and
Three quarters. Things are never simple are they! !?

Tuesday October 23th -The First Meeting
Armed with copies of the text Miss Fairc1oughbattled her way through the anticipated frenzy of the

future thespians of years 9, 10 and 12. Some 40 minutes later she emerged amidst cries of,
"But I want to be Adrian" "Who's Jim Reeves?" and most importantly "Who was it

you said I had to kiss?"
An interesting reception.

Wednesday October 21st -The First Audition
Room 12, a science lab, not an ideal setting for

an audition but room enough to assess any potential
talent.

The lads went first. A reading from the text and
the ability to warble through one of the songs was the
requirement and warble they did!

Full bunsen burner steam ahead and it was the

girls turn to warble, only this time at a slightly higher
pitch.

Above: Director, Miss Fairclough, with star of the
show Adrian Mole (aka Nick Starkey).

Friday November 6th - The Last Audition
Today was the last audition. It had finished a laborious task that lasted for over 3 weeks and involved

around 70 people.

Monday November 9th - Recruitment
The cast list went up today. Miss Fairc1ough said,
"The standard of the audition was very high and

the selection process was difficult. It wasn't so much
the selection of the few but the un-selection of the

many."
We're all a bit worried for Miss Fairc1ough, she

has already adopted an interview technique used only
by football managers. I only hope she thinks she's man-
aging Manchester United (youmeanLiverpool,surely- ed.)
and not Nottingham Forest!!

The full cast is as follows:

Adrian Mole
Pauline Mole

George Mole
May Mole

Nick Starkey
Gemma Casement
Wesley Hutchinson
Shelley Tattersall
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Dereck Lucas
Mrs. Lucas
Doreen Slater
Pandora Brathwaite
Bert Baxter

Queenie
Nigel
Barry Kent
Bully I & Electricity Official
Bully 2 & Mr Scruton
Matron
SchoolGirls

Christian Coates
Amiee Chadwick
Jenifer Hawke

Lily Cooper
Adam Jackson
Nina Pike
Dominic Buttler
John Dickinson
James Beetham
Daniel Hesford

Sarah Snape
Saoise Cowley
Rosalind Lomas
Sofia Kahn

Lorna Hooper
Rachel Patterson

Nick lays down the pre-recorded diary entries

Monday November 16th - First Rehearsal
Bright eyed and bushy tailed the newly formed

cast assembled for their first rehearsal. Scripts were
distributed and great squeals of delight could be heard
as students learnt what was to be expected of them.
Ten minutes later, after the customary pep talk, Miss
Fairclough spent half an hour retrieving her previously
enthusiastic cast who had now fled to the hills. The

rehearsal went quite well after that, apart from Wesley
and Christian's inability to say their lines correctly. To
this day Christian still stands by his claim that boringest
is in the English Dictionary.

Not so much first rehearsal as second thoughts?

Wednesday January 6th -Rehearsals Contin-
ued

Applause fills the hall on the last night

Christmas Holidays -Holidays, What A Good
Idea

Students were sent away to learn their lines, we
live in hope! At this point all the movement has been
blocked for act one, Miss Fairclough we noticed, had
started to develop abit of a nervous twitch, which when
provoked was accompanied by the customary snort
which we soon realized would be her trade mark.

Merry Christmas Miss

Today rehearsals resumed after returning back
from the Christmas holidays. Now the second act
needed blocking. It's only two months till the curtain
rIses

Also all the tech side of the play was sorted. Mr
Hunt will do make-up, Miss Roberts has live music,
Mr Davernport and I have got sound, lights go to Chris
Moylan, Stephen Lord & Graeme King and Miss
Colenut is to organise back stage.

Nina Pike, Andrew Burrows and Miss Fairclough
make some last minute touches.
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Thursday February 4th - Don't Panic, Don't Panic
Miss Fairclough organized a meeting this

dinner time. It was about costumes and stuff. She
asked for lots of weird things. Including a set of false
teeth and a red wig!! I don't know if she'll get them,
an eerie silence descended on the room as she spoke!
She told me some of the sound effects she'll need:

Train noise,
Birds at twilight,
Dog barking.
This may prove a bit of a problem as I'm not a

dog owning trainspotter and twilight at this time of
year lasts for about 3 minutes and in any case it
happens when I'm at schooL I don't know if I'm
the right guy for the job!

She also said we might be off timetable some time in the future. I'm starting to realize I'm the right
guy for the job!

Friday 26th February -Acting, What Already?
Had the morning off timetable. I set some

microphones up on stage. I saw the first bit of acting
today. I can't believe we're so close to the opening
night and I haven't seen any acting. We go on in
less than a week.

We had to record Nick's voice overs for when

he writes his diary in the actual performance. We did
it at diner time, so although the equipment we used
was all top quality - thanks Miss Roberts - on the
night you might be able to here a group of first years
in the background, who thought it was funny to try
and knock down the wall that separates our room
from theirs, just as I press record!

Everyone still seems pretty calm though I've noticed there are still some people who don't know
their lines. Nick and I thought we heard Miss Fairclough swear something under her breath.

Mr. Hunt and Chris Coates enjoy an intimate moment.

Sunday 28th February - All Hell Is Let Loose
A supposedly prompt 10:30 start which turned into more of a 10:45,11:00,11:15 blur.
The day was dedicated to dress and tech, which roughly translates, in B.R.G.S. terms to com-

plete and utter chaos.
11:30 Miss panics
11:45 We panic
12:00 Still no sign of Christian

By 3 0' clock act one was sorted out, which left
precisely one hour to run through act two. Just short of
turning green and ripping her shirt Miss Fairclough had
an uncanny resemblance to the incredible hulk.

4: 15 People begin to depart.
Still no sign of Christian.

Monday 1st March - Divine retribution.
8:45 saw the dawning of a new era, Christian

Coates the groveller. Never before had anybody been
subjected to such excuses. British Rail were to blame (apparently) for his absence.

Miss Fairclough's twitch got worse.
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Wednesday 3rd March - Full Day Off Timetable
The cast met in the hall at 9:15am and technical problems were ironed out. Tempers were begin-

ning to fray as the formidable deadline was looming on the horizon. Miss Roberts by 10:45 had turned
from pink to puse and steam was seen leaving her ears. I was starting to panic, the lighting team were
frantically projecting various disco effects onto the stage for Dominic to shake his stuff to. Miss
Fairclough on the other hand sat w~tha placid and vacant grin on her face - showing no emotion.

Thursday 4th March - Judgement Day
The cast were told to be back stage by

6:30pm, by 6:35pm screams of "where's my costume
gone?" and "but sir is it really necessary for me to
wear blue eye shadow?" and of course "WHERE'S
CHRISTIAN!!?"

At this point Gemma had rang school to say
she had chicken pox. This was closely followed by a
visit by her mother to confirm the fact. The paint
hadn't dried on the scenery, some of the props had
gone missing, the main spot light's bulb had blown
and no-one had a spare.

Enter Mr Davenport (The Saviour). The kind of guy who just happens to walk around with special-
ist lighting equipment tucked away in the boot of his car. The kind of guy who just also happened to have
a suitcase up his sleeve, the very prop that had gone missing!

6:50pm Problems solved.
6:53pm Enter Gemma in her chicken poxed state.
6:54pm The rest of the cast run away in search of another changing room.
7:00pm Doors open and people begin to arive.
7:05pm We notice Miss Fairclough had

,.

7:2Om
beento the toiletquitefrequently
in the last half an hour.

Legendary pep talk from Miss
Fairclough.
Musicians merrily tuned up.
Curtain Rises.7:30pm

All in all there weren't too many hiccups and
the play was received very well. Today Waterfoot
tomorrow the West End?!

Miss Fairclough and Miss Roberts remain tight
lipped on their next production, but who knows .......

Look...
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THESQ~R~BOLDLY
GOES...

Above:When you knock on the staffroom door you

only get to see a notice board. Behind this notice
board lies one of the largest tables on which the
teachers do their work. Here you can see Miss
Fairclough and Mr. Parkinson busy at their work.

Below: A cut-out-and-keep special for you. Mr. Nicholls limbers up in preparation for his next lesson
in the staffroom - we have to be prepared as teachers... bend and stretch!
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Teachers at Work & Play: Mr.Collins is busyas
alwaysbelow- all theanswerscanbe foundherein
his briefcase. When not working we like to exer-
cise (see opposite). Above is the 'coffee table'
wherewecatchupwithallthelatestin educationby
readingtheTES andotherimportantpublications.

Ril:ht: Youcan
see the kitchen
area which has,
been recently re-
furbished after it
was flooded as a
result of a burst
pipe in the sci-
ence room
above. Be-

low that are ,..,...~
the pigeon "\
holes into.-

which work, ., ' i
that is
handed in at

the,
staffroom ldoor is'

placed.

-.1 Ril:ht:
Mr.
Overend is
knownfor
the com-

plexitiesof
hisfiling
system
whichyou
can see
here.

The Mug!!! This is Mr.
Brackstone's famous mug. No,
it's not full of coffee- at thispar-i

ticularmoment it is empty; what
you see are the stains which Mr.
Brackstonehas built up as a cun-
ning securitydevice. As themug
is so heavily stained,no-oneelse
is likelyto to 'borrow' it!

r

!
I

,
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GCSE BLUNDERS!

As it's time for all of our year 11
and 13 students to be revising we all wish
them the best in their exams. Of course,

you will only get out of your exams what
you put in; nevertheless, I hope that no
matter how hard-going you may find re-
vising is, especially when the sun is out,
you won't be making any of the mistakes
that these GCSE students made. The fol-

lowing are some examples of actual stu-
dent GCSE answers - not from this

school, I hasten to add!

0 AncientEgypt was inhabitedby mummies and
they all wrote in hydraulics. They lived in the
Sarah Dessert and travelled by Camelot. The
climate of the Sarah is such that the inhabitants
have to live elsewhere.

0 The greatest writer of the Renaissance was
WilliamShakespeare. He was born in the year
of 1564,supposedlyon his birthday. He never
made much money and is famous only because
of his plays. He wrote tragedies,comedies and
hysterectomies,allinIslamicpentameter.Romeo
andJulietarean exampleof a heroiccoupletand
Romeo's last wish was to be laid by Juliet.

0 Drakecircumcisedtheworldwitha 100footclip-
per.

0 Meanwhilein Europe,the Enlightenmentwasa
reasonabletime. Voltaireinventedelectricityand
also wrotea bookcalled Candy.

0 QueenElizabethwas the "VirginQueen." As a
queen she was a success. When she exposed
herself before her troops they all shouted "hur-
rah!"

0 Moses led the Hebrew slaves to the Red Sea,
where they made unleavened bread which is
made without any ingredients. Moses went up
on Mount Cyanide to get the Ten Command-
ments. HediedbeforetheyeverreachedCanada.

0 Socratessufferedfrom an overdoseof wedlock.
After his death his career suffered a dramatic
decline.

0 Joan of Arc was burnt to a steak and was

cannnonizedbyBernardShaw.
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0 Solomon had three hundred wives and seven-

hundredporcupines.
0 Writing at the same time as Shakespeare was

Miguel Cervantes. He wrote Donkey Hote.
0 The next great authorwasJohn Milton. Milton

wroteParadiseLost. Then his wife died and he
wroteParadiseRegained.

0 Thomas Jefferson, a virgin, and Benjamin
Franklin were two singers of the Declarationof
Independence.Franklindiscoveredelectricityby
rubbing two cats backwards and declared: "A
horse divided against itself cannnot stand,"
Franklin died in 1790and is still dead.

0 The greeks also had myths. A myth is a female
moth.

re~y's ion

Light

As I wake up and watch the sunrise,
casting the light we need for the day,
I wonder does the sun ever stop and think
how tired

to stop altogether,
or does it just carry on, knowing the night
is not far away.

Then shines

wearily
behind the clouds,

a pattern

the last time and sinks

and yellow
for the
dark to come.

Then soon it disappears
appears

a new

night ends and a neWday begins.

SIMON COLECLOUGH-WORREL



ADayID The Life of...

The .Headll1aster.

7: l5am, the day of reckoning had dawned, the mo-
ment of truth arrived; it was time to go undercover,
up close and personal with none other than The Head.
Eating my meagre breakfast I pondered the approach
to take. After all, if there was insight to be gained,
scandal to be exposed I would have to submerge
myself totally in the high-velocity lifestyle of a BRGS
jetsetter, Mr. Morris.

7:27am, I made the rendezvous, Glen Road, with
three minutes to spare, leaving the covert orange liv-
ery of my double-decked transport behind. Typically
late, my partner checked her hair, make-up and en-
tered the building, alarmed somewhat by the close
circuit surveillance...what were they trying to hide?

Armed with a notepad she removed the safety-cap
from her automatic pencil, dropping a fresh cartridge
into the worn chamber of her Parker' 93...a veritable

weapon.

7:31am, passing the offices of those who could only
dream, we approached the hallowed turf, already
party to the cultural diversity which lay beyond the
heavy oak door. Like a holding bay, the enclave
beside his office sat bedecked in the fruits of BRGS'

labour. Artwork, trophies, press-cuttings were posi-
tioned, a palimpsest above eye level...imposing per-
haps? Impressive definitely.

8:01am, anticipation sparked indigence as my part-
ner and I dared to knock, tentatively of course on

His door. It swung effortlessly, silently open, as if
automatic...as if by magic. We had breached the por-
tal, entered the void; there was no going back - no
return.

Greeted by the high back of a dark leather chair, an

ominous silence descended as we made our presence
felt. As my partner coughed nervously the imposing
chair began to rotate. Soon the leather hidden figure
was revealed, stroking a small white phone affec-
tionately with his right palm.

"Hawke and Scott, I presume? I've been expecting
you," came the greeting with a wry smile, a firm
handshake borne out of years of diplomacy - a well
practised grip. The dignified visage before us was
reflected in the hospitality drinks cabinet, heavily
laden with each and every tipple perhaps appropri-
ate considering his passion for a life on the high seas.
Naval images, maritime masterpieces were strewn
across the walls depicting man's struggle with the
elements; His struggle with the students.

8.45am, and so the day began proper. Removing
books from the wide array of literature which graced
his shelves, he opened "Assembly Today" the Bible
for the organisationally challenged. In no more than
five minutes he had compiled the contents for the
day's spiritual enlightenment...a contingency plan
protecting the institute which is assembly. Able to,
at the last minute, depart his sanctuary and brave a
hostile assembly-starved crowd with an emergency
recitation.

8.59, unable to delegate, The Head found himself
alone, his best plans in tatters lay. "Once more unto
the breach my friends," and with a sweep of his arm
he gathered his assembly, his trusty manual and as-
sumed position on the front-line. Like three musket-
eers he and his deputies stood, apocalyptically be-
fore us. Just when we thought all was lost, the trio
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rallied, staving off a barrage of unrest, the winter of
discontent; a pre-prepared assembly was
produced...as if by magic.

9:15, casting of the assembly garb he began the grim
task of student patrol...it was time to take out the
trash. He turned and to his doe-eyed secretary said,
"I'll be back", and indeed, within ten minutes we
were, having berated, slated and collated the wan-
dering strays which dared to elude their studious
obligations. When the excitement subsided, we left
the haunts of the truants to return to the sheltered
safety of The Office where dictation loomed for what
seemed like eternity.

11:43, the morning hours seemed ebbed away like
the waves beneath a private yacht, dictation was regu-
larly punctuated by phonecalls, irate interjections
trying the patience ofMr. Cool. Mostly, the protago-
nists demanded explanation concerning their chil-
dren's unsuccessful application to gain passage
aboard HMS. Grant Maintained.

As the lunch time bell tolled, we, exhausted by the
morning's investigation looked for a luncheon venue
in which to compile notes, swap ideas; take a breather
from this none-stop, all action ink-fuelled work-fest.

3:09pm, further sessions of dictation followed and

then, a Head's gotta do what a Head's gotta do,
"Yes," he sighed gravely, without moving his lips,
"it's smoker patrol". Suddenly, like a bat out of hell,
from another room, a world away came the flustered
secretary, intent on restraining, discouraging the val-
iant crusader... "Don't do it Martyn...it's too dan-
gerous," and then in reply, "Frankly my dear, I don't
give a damn," said he, too intent on saving his pu-
pils' health, to engrossed to listen to reason.

Though not through lack of effort, fortunately, the
patrol yielded no returns. Despite wind speed and
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odour calculations, the seasoned veteran was thank-

fully unable to find any trace, any tracks...

We returned to The Office where three disruptive
mutinous merchants stood in apposition to every-
thing the Captain stood for. He gave them short shrift,
and within a minute they were discharged, reformed,
punished, brought back into the fold. He seemed sat-
isfied, another day had passed and he had, with a
firm hand steered his vessel through stormy, smoky
waters to a safe harbour.

All that was left for him to do was to immerse him-
self in information, entwine himself in the thick

strands of the Net as he swooped gracefully through
its many complexities...like a seagull following the
trawler that is true greatness.

Let this account serve as a warning at least to all
those ambitious, motivated and brave enough to seek
the position of good Head...the playboy, glamorous
image is just a facade, a pretence for beneath the
surface lies a deep seem of hard work and graft. True
grit.

J. Hawke, D. Hesford, A. Scott
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It was Adam' s~r: Rory (year 8) who actually
got Adam interested ~arting as he asked to go kartihg
for his birthday. They went to KartingNorth-Westin ,

Oldham, where after racing Adam was told that he was
good and had racing potential. He felt that he wanted to
have a go and asked his dad who said that if he wanted to
Kart then they would do it properly and would buy a kart.

kilos to his kart to
make his kart
heavier. He feels
that having raced
against competi-
tors who are
lighter than him
has meant that he
has improved in

,vea good chance at senior level.

~~ti~g is not without its ris.ks and
s. He has damaged hISneck

n 50 and 60 mph. He got

~arrels that formed the
Ularl

l' {uesomeinjuriesas
)~n~tu;e '\alf muscle when
steeri~g\ t'tight through his", '

rred in a chicane.'
worst accident'a~,one which oc-

curre p colliding withhi~\~r~her Rory
Cha:ill ar . Adam was approach~n~;],\V-bend

" " \,

at high spee nfortunately he couldn't st(&,overthe
top where there were karts everywhere after seraRping.

He took some quic~"~va-
... sive action into the bh~ar

half of the track, but as\'h~
did so his brother shot free
of the crowd directly into
his path. Adam swung his
kart to the left to try and
absorb some of the impact
so that it wasn't too heav-
ily concentrated in one
point, but unfortunately
crushed his left ankle.

The Honda Challenge
used to be much more dan-
gerous as they used to of-
fer a £50 cheque for the
winner of each race, but
this meant that some peo-
ple started to drive delib-
erately violently to try and
knock contenders out to
give them a better chance

of getting the prize money. Certainly it is needed as karting
is not a cheap spo~ wouldn't reveal how expen-
sive, suffice to sj.y* ~~easily run into tens of thou-
sands of poun

His pn
Fulbeck Racin
The worst 1110]
tant race Ad

Adam entered
came tenth. N
him with tI
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domly so iJ
dIe or b~~
the first 2
0

s his first ever win at
of the 1998 season.

,str~mg. In an impor-
itionl1 ',',g completed a
as Just~ngjnto a sharp

h.eel came bff~,pe\lost a pos-
osition and varl1;lB~ points.... ,
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ITALY TRIP - 1999
Had bQring Easter? W ell ~t if YQUwent tQ
rtaly... ~bme, Flmente'l;"W8ofrefitQw~d 4:J:rnct'sjust

m""" n.--~w m~ tQ,~entiQn (il!!fmew'._~oj&
m I ... m , It all began Qn MQn,day ~gt~,.Marc1i All Qf the

staff aR~e pupils'.~rriv{ pliQmptly at schQQ1, SQ~obviouSly the .ooa~h~Qfijct ~~ late.

AfteJit~]iJ..gJ~lhQ~£~~i~~ LQff. AtS we sp~d.ahmgJh'e"'e~Remfnt grewaBd grew alId

wh;n w~ ~dt}otthe ferr~..\~,£~tlJm.faiL§we wer . tQ.l~aly~ ... mmmm
~eferry was, weUW;'fetry.i:Sh'MThet jotl]; nd we ~oQI1M.arri.}/ed\ll Cal~is., ..,..., ~@ .."1 '." ,.

The weatlfeJi was~.jnil<lr,tQ tR'aiilJac;kJ1}.~E Qve Smith, thwugh FranCe
the tempedture ap.d.e~'cit~men4:milevel~'JEo~..Qrld ~lImQ~~'t\il'l'm~ Ulan,
HQ, nQt Mr:"Glieharr, .'. .ve~"15~gafl t failed.

-A.St@th. d'rI\i»g we n tQ 'J:uscany. After
@ ...~.WM~ @

a quick s p~ful't@tUJ:':tmo. explme. It

way
the Trevi FQun-

tain we stQPped
at the Spanish
Steps. Here we
were gIven a
chQice: either

YQU CQuld walk
up the steps Qf
YQU CQuld lQQk

awund quickly.
Fm me the call
Qf Gucci and
D&G was

greater, but I am
tQld that the
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view was good. We soon returned to the train station, or at least we tried to - some people
got lost and Mr. Hunt met a pickpocket who unfortunately managed to take off with his
wallet. After an eventful day we managed to get back to the hotel.

The following morning we were told that we would have to choose between going to
the Sistine Chapel or the Collesseum. I wanted to see the amazingly detailed and beautiful
ceiling painted by Michelangelo and was enraptured by it. Those who went to the Colleseum
came back equally impressed.

We arrived in Sorrento after twisting and turning along the roads and going through
tunnels which passed through the hills taking in a distant view of Mount Vesuvius. The
next day we headed into Pompeii. We walked the streets of ths ancient Roman town which

was destroyed by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD79. We found it beyond all belief
to think that once these streets had been filled with people: people bathing in the baths
and the Forum bustling with people.

On Easter Sunday itself we headed up Mount Vesuvius and the volcano and its cra-
ters were explained to us by a guide. After this it was time to return and as we drove

towards Switzerland we all wished that we were staying in Italy. We talked of the danger-
ous driving and how many times we had nearly been run over, of how the catering for
vegetarians was so poor, but we certainly did not want to come home. We were in Dover

before we knew it and when we
arrived home at 3:00 tears were

shed. We said 'goodbye' to Mr.
Hunt who had been at school for a

number of years and we all
thanked him.

Our trip to Italy has taught us
a number of things: we have
learned that being confined in a
small space with two unfunny
men, Mr. Grehan and Brian, is
painful to say the least (only jok-
ing, Mr. Grehan). But it was edu-
cational and fun and we would

certainly go again.
(ERICA GIBSON)

Above:

The lava covered man - it seems as if this chap knew what
was coming and got down and prayed
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Earlier this year
we were pnvl-
leged to be vis-
ited by two
guests from
Lithuania.

Jurate Zukauskiene and frena Kurtinaitiene came to BRGS for two
reasons: Irenais anEnglishlanguageco-ordinatorfor schoolsin Lithuaniaand
shewantedto seehowEnglishis taughtin BritishschoolsandJurateis the direc-
tor of the JieznasOrphanagewho are desparatelyin need of equipmentfor the
children in the orphanage there.

There are 180 children in the orphan-
age who either have no living parents or
whose parents are no longer fit to look after
them (often because of alcoholism). They do
receive some money from the Lithuanian gov-
ernment but it isn't sufficient for all their needs - the children only receive the
equivalent of £1 per day for food and £50 in a whole year for all their clothing
needs. As a result they don't really get to live a normal life.

Jurate feels very concerned for the future of the children in her care as often
it is very difficult for well-educated people to get work. The children in her care
(from 6 - 18)can't always care for themselves and many of them don't even know
how to use the most basic electrical equipment because they haven't seen any.
Jurate herself has to travel to the next town in order to simply use a computer -

imagine if you had to travel all the way to Manchester every time you wanted to
use a computer...

Man in traditional Lithuanian Irena would like to start some links between pupils in the schools she visits and
Dress BRGS. If you would like to be a penpal to a Lithuanian student then all you have

to do is write to Irena at the address below. If you can, send a small photograph of yourself and say how old you are.

Below: Darius & Giedrius Lingaitis (15).
They are twins, but Giedrius is often in hos-
pital for months at a time as he has a blood
disease. Their mother died and there is no-

one to take care of the boys when they leave
the orphanage. Thev are good, hard-work-

ing lads who find it
difficult to learn but
try really hard.

Irena Kurtinaitiene,

Pusyno 9B
Prienai 4350.
LITHUANIA

Above: This is Kristina (12), Rasa (11) and Gintare (10) Venskute who are sis-
ters. They have only come to the orphanage this year, but in 1993 their father
killed their mum so now he is in prison. At first they lived with their grandmother,
but she is too old and cannot affor to keep them. They are intelligent and active
girls who would benefit from any help that is given to them.

Jurate would like any equipment that you could possibly spare for the orphanage - this could range from pens and
pencils to knives, forks or even an oven that you may be throwing out so that they can teach the children how to cook.
Anything that you can find to give can be picked up and transported by Rev Peter Heywood who is putting together a
container to be transported to the orphanage. As a school we have formatted and sent a computer with a built in
modem for their use. Any items can be sent to:
Rev. Peter Heywood,
St. Paul's Vicarage,
Hollin Lane,
Rawtenstall,
Rossendale.
BB48HT

Jurate Zukauskiene,
Director of Jieznas Orphanage,
Sodd 13,
Prienu Raj
LITHUANIA

or donations can be sent direct to:
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In response to Daniel
Hesford'sshoftstOliY,
Mr. Hulme (Head of
IT and Systems Man-
ager) puts the reality.
of the Millenniun (or
more accurately
Y2K) Bug into per-
spective.

computer is used for tasks that

rely on dates. The home PC
sometimes uses the date to

work out when to look for up-
grades on the Intemet.
In school our administration

system requiresthecurrent date.
Many operations use make use of this. For example, financial
information is correctly recorded for audit purposes; the pupil
database checks that dates of birth give the pupil's age within the
correct limits for their year group. Some spreadsheet calcula-
tions are performed using the current date as an automatic input.
In all these cases there is serious problem if the date of the
computer is incorrect. In school we have checked with software
and hardware suppliers to establish our situation.

The illenn.:a
- (2)

Many have adopted Y2K to

refer to this problem.The
effects of the Y2K bug may
be seen in PCs and other

electronicequipment.It is
unlikely that a PC will fail to start just because the date

has rolled over to 01/01/2000. The question is whether
it will remember the correct date next time it is turned

on and how it stores the year.

Date & Time
The PC has an internal clock that also maintains the date. In the

early PCs this was held in the familiar form DD/MMIYY. If
you have a DOS-based computer then typing DATE followed
by return will show you the date as held by the computer's clock.
On a computer with Windows 95 or later you can find the date
by placing the mouse pointer over the time shown in the System
Tray, usually at the bottom right of the screen. After a short
delay the date will be displayed.
The problem arises because no one knows how a particular PC
will behave after 31/12/1999. It has been found that two appar-
ently identical machines behave differently when tested for Y2K
compliance.

0 In the case of new computers the date should correctly
change to 01/01/2000 and be displayed as such next time
the computer is switched on. It should also correctly rec-
ognise that the year 2000 is a leap year.

0 Some computers will change their date to 01//01/1900 and
will need to have their date set manually to set the year to
2000 but will then work correctly.

0
Some

ThankYoufor Hokling c 0 m -
Hello? Are You There?..

puters
willaI-
way s
have to
havethe
correct
date set
eachtime

they are turned on.

0 Older computers only show the year as two digits - 99 not
1999.

Whv bother?

If you use your PC for word processing and games at home you
may not have any problems. The real crunch comes where a
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Alarms. Microwaves etc....

What about other electronic equipment? Many electronic de-
vices make use of the
time or date to function

correctly. In the home
this may include burglar
alarm, central heating,

If" microwave, video re-
corder. Elsewhere con-

trol devices in lifts, hos-

pital equipment, traffic
lights... (the list is along
one) all make use of
time and date.

The problem is that the time function may make use of a chip
that also calculates the date. Such chips may malfunction after
the rollover.

l. ., ')

0

Should we worry?

I am not going to worry (too much!) but will be aiming to
keep out of lifts, hospitals and planes on the evening of
December 31st.

Web references:

http://www.year2000.com
http://www.bug2000.co.uk

that term

(most oflli; learnt

Ito count from 1 tol
10 not 0 to 9.

Surely the new
millennium starts

year).



BASKETBALL 1998/99

An even more successful year than the 97/98 season, in terms of final appearances, tro-
phies won and percentages of games ending in victory for Bacup (53 games, 40 victories)
with a few more games to play.

However, winning is only part of the reason for playing. Enjoyment, fitness, socialis-
ing and self-improvement, to name but a few, have all been part of the basketball set up,
and it is great credit to those who have represented the school.

NORTH WEST 6th FORMS LEAGUE: PLAY OFF
FINAL

The league placings decide who you are to meet in the play off games. Bacup finished 2nd winning 5 of
their 7 league games. This placed us up against Hopwood Hall College in the quarter final, resulting in a 59-
28 win. The semi final against QEGS was an excellent team performance and assured us safe passage to the
final with a 58-55 victory.

The other semi final victors were Rivington, a team that had inflicted a heavy defeat over Bacup in
one of the league games (53-74). We knew that we had to play extremely well to stand even a chance of
winning the final.

Now to the game itself. The Bacup defence was brilliant from start to finish, so good in fact that only
3 of the Rivington players
managed to score any baskets.
A great job by the whole
team, especially Matthew
Rowley, Jonny Burgess and
Toby Summerfield, who also
managed to score17 points.

The game was a very
close affair with the lead

changing hands 19 times in
the first half with Bacup hold-
ing a very slender advantage,
35-34, at half time.

To maintain the lead in
the second half took hard

work, it was a tough
game, so tough in
fact that one of our

players, Tim
Bateson, was rushed
to hospital in an am-
bulance after the

I.

game. He wins the MIP-"Most Injured Player" award.

With 3 minutes to go Bacup led 64-59
With 2 minutes to go Bacup led 64-62
With 1 minute to go Bacup led 64-63

Could we hang on?
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With only 30 seconds left Ken Masser stepped up to extend the lead to 3 points. Rivington replied
quickly, 66-65.

With only 2 seconds remaining on the clock, Ken was awarded 2 free throws, scoring them both to
put the game beyond Rivington's reach and seal a great victory for Bacup 68 points to 65.

This was probably the best team performance of the year from start to finish. Great defence, great
offence, high levels of skill, hard work and total commitment. Bacup had proved to be the better team on the
day.

Well done to all who played and especially to Ken Masser who picked up the MVP "Most Valuable
Player" award.

UNDER 19BASKETBALL

Another highly successful year with Bacup winning the play off final of the second division (see separate
report).

Two different teams were entered into the North West 6th Forms League-an 'A' team in the first
division and a 'B' team in the second. 21 players were selected to represent the school from the 6th form,
years 10 & 11 and split into 2 separate squads. However, during the season the squads were merged as a
number of players dropped out allowing some new players to join and allowing some overlap between the
2 sides. The cost of transport and availability of funds will decide if 2 teams can be entered again next year,
but thanks must go to the PTA who provided £250 and also to Mr Elkington for providing a similar figure
from the 6th form committee which paid for about two thirds of this years transport costs.

In a very tough division the A team struggled to win but did play very good basketball against some
very talented college teams, developing as players and as a team throughout the season.

YEAR 11BASKETBALL

Unbeaten for 2 years in the Rossendale League,
meaning the team held onto the trophy they won
last year. However, they weren't so successful in
the Lancashire Cup. They lost in the quarter-finals
to last year's winners: Hodgson High, Blackpool
(59-53). We were leading at half-time, so why did
we lose? Blame it on the referee - everyone else
does!

The main aim this year has to be to go one bet-
ter than last year and win the Lancashire Cup.
The final was lost by only 6 points to Longridge.
At the time of writing the team have again

'"

1

reached the final. The other semi-final is be-

tween Longridge and Morecambe.- The season started with 2 very tough games
against Philips High from Bury, losing by 20 points away
but by only 6 at home. A measure of how much the team

YEAR 10BASKETBALL

~
""

""
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and players have improved over the course of the season was a recent match away at Philips. This time the!
was a convincing victory by 14 points. There have also been many other high points this season. The garr.
against the Blackpool town team was a fantastic performance, both offensively and defensively. So good, i
fact, that the Blackpool coach asked to cut the game short as his team were feeling demoralised. The Lane,
shire quarter-final against St Theodores was another good performance. A good team, but far too physic,
meaning that 5 of their 8 players were fouled out of the game, so what was a tough game became a lot easieJ
All Hallows were the semi opponents, but they could not cope with the excellent defending and struggled t,
score.

Apart from attempting to become Lancashire champions, the team have won the Rossendale League

YEAR 9BASKETBALL

There is a lot of potential in this team, but they must
be willing to learn and then put these new s1r.illsand
tactics into practice.

However, the team did have some success in

reaching the semi-final ofthe Lancashire Cup. Seeded
second after the round robin stages with 3 wins out
of 3 games, this gave home advantage in the quarter
final. A closely fought game against Archbishop Tem-
ple from Preston, (44-38) led to a semi final against
Lytham St Annes. There was very little to choose be-
tween the 2 teams but a late rally from Lytham saw
them home by 3 baskets (34-40). L,

Despite this success the team could achieve a .

lot more in the future. .
I~
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THE PLAYERS' PLAYER
ASKETBALL PLAYERS OF THE

YEAR AWARDS 1998/99
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Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Under 19
Winner John Train Shaun Munro Tim Bateson Tim Bateson

Best Motivator Runner-up Tom Surgeon Ken Masser Jonny Burgess Matt Rowley
Winner John Train Ken Masser Ken Masser Ken Masser

Best Passer Runner-up Tom Surgeon Mark Fell Jamie Surgeon Matt Rowley
Winner Kier Lord Stuart Fulton Tim Bateson Tim Bateson

Best Rebounder Runner-up John Train Dan Kithan Mark Ashton Matt Burke
Winner Tom Surgeon Ken Masser Jonny Burgess Jonny Burgess

Hardest Working Runner-up John Train Mark Fell Tim Bateson Toby Summerfield
Winner John Train Mark Fell Jonny Burgess Jonny Burgess

Best Defender Runner-up Tom Surgeon Ken Masser Tim Bateson Matt Rowley
Winner dam Cheeseman Nick Starkey Chris Hardman Mark Fell

Most Improved Runner-up Shane Kilgariff Stuart Fulton Michael Winnick Roger Lord
Winner Kier Lord Ken Masser Jonny Burgess Ken Masser

Top Scorer Runner-up John Train Stuart Fulton Mark Ashton Tim Bateson
Winner John Train Ken Masser Tim Bateson Tim Bateson

MVP
Runner-up Tom Surgeon Mark Fell Jonny Burgess Matt Rowley



NETBALL CHAMPIONS
OF GREAT BRITAIN!!!

Ify th e the
Scho 11 am s as

year then this year was nothing shor
of spectacular. BRGS has the coun-
try's' est under-14 m.
Rea 1the reports an ar th
excitement of events as we take YOl
on a netba11joumey...

Nationals

We sat on the coach before we departed,
National finals, not for the faint hearted.
We trained for six months, we second best,
This year we want first, no time for the rest.

First stop services, more sweets and chocs,
Darlington FC in posh black frocks.
Twelve thirty five back on the bus,
Lots of music, lots of fuss.

An hour or two on, we came to a stop
A pokey, small cafe, a cheap little shop.
Half an hour later we're well on our way,
Next thing I saw was Eastbourne bay.

We saw the hotel, a bit of a mess

We got to our room, it wasn't the best.
At eight 0' clock dinner was served
Bed at ten thirty, our energy preserved.

One thirty am all was quiet,
Except Charlotte causing a riot.
Being sick all over the place,
Messy hair, drip white face.

Quarter to eight, breakfast is ate,
Certain parents turn up late.
Boiled egg and toast all round,
Then to the coach we're Brighton bound.

But wait where are Kerry, Lindsey too?
We have minutes to spare, but only a few.
Five minutes later they get on the bus,
Forgetting their bags and causing a fuss.

We arrived at Rodean in perfect time,
Everyone excited, the weather was fine.
We won the first match although it was tight,
The team was on form, though change it we might.
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We then went on and won the next three,
The semis and Fairfax and future we'd see.
We kept our heads high, We couldn't let them fall,
We were through to the semis, and having a ball.

Fairfax we faced, they beat us last year,
Tempers were flying, and full of fear.
We kept our nerve when we needed it most,
We played very well, we don't mean to boast.

The final it was drawing in,
We were second best, we needed to win.
After half time we started to tire,
So we lifted our heads even higher.

The whistle went, we had won,
Our netball futures just begun.

(Kate De'ath)

The Teams:
The Under-14 Team:

The Under-16 Team:



BRIGutON NATIONALS 1999 - UNDER 14
Reported by Hayley Corbett & Jenny Charlesworth

The day had finally arrived. The Under 14 and Under 16 BRGS netball teams were ready to board their
coach for a long journey to Eastbourne.

We arrived down south at 4 o'clock, the moans and groans of the tired, worn out girls seemed to
change when our evening meal was served. After the meal, Mrs. Smith patrolled the corridors ensuring the
girls were in bed by 10o'clock
as we had an important day
ahead.

By 8 o'clock in the
morning we were wide awake,
dressed and anxiously waiting
for breakfast. We had a full

English breakfast, as we
needed energy for the day
ahead. Straight after breakfast
we made our way to reception
where we waited for the coach
to arrive to take us on the
thirty-minute journey to the
Roedean School.

The school looked

daunting and stood on a grassy I
banking overlooking the sea.
As we arrived at the netball
courts we knew it was going to be a long day. When we saw all the teams that were participating.

Then the moment came 'Can all the teams playing in the first round of today's tournament please
make your way on court, this is the five minute warning' this was announced over the loud speaker. We
made our way to court 9, just by the looks on our faces and our parents, you could sense the nervousness that
was haunting us.

The whistle went, balls were flying all over the place, the tension was mounting and showing a little
too much. By half-time we were one goal down. Things weren't looking good. A strong team talk at half-
time seemed to do the trick for the rest of the morning helping us to breeze through the rest of the games.

Dinnertime came round and the team was well into the swing of things and was feeling quite relaxed.
Then straight after dinner came our hardest match of the day - Broxbourne, the number one team from

Middlesex. The game was
end to end but luck went
Broxbourne's way as they got
a goal ahead when the whistle
blew for full time. The disap-
pointment, anger showed
straight through and heads
began to drop. Our last match
of our section was played
against St. Andrews (fromthe
north)f. We sailed through
this match and finished run-
ners up in our section - this
meant we played the winners
of the other under 14's section
- Fairfax school (from the
Midlands). Our opinion of
their netball standard was very

The girls enjoy a litle time out (Kate De' Ath, Hayley Corbett & Catherine Taylor)

Mrs. Smith and her husband take their minds off the pressure with a game of air hockey
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high as they were the current winners - but
their team had changed! BRGS went into
the game with their heads high and great de-
termination. At half-time we had a 2 goal
advantage and a victory seemed certain but
we could not let our guard slip and we
cruised through the game to a 6 goal vic-
tory. Wee had won our place in the national
finals where we were expecting to meet
Broxbourne (once again) we were surprised
to find that Gablehall whom we knew noth-

ing about had beaten Broxbourne by a goal.
The whistle went and both teams pro-

duced a very strong defence and quick at-
tack, at half time the score was 4 all, goals
and defence were needed fast for a safe vic-

tory! It was a B.R.G.S centre the ball was
quickly passed into the circle and BRGS
were a goal ahead. A great defensive interception helped us increase our lead to 2 goals; it was our centre
and the shooters moved quickly, knowing time was running out. From then on BRGS looked set to become
the best in England - and we scored 6 goals in a row - the final whistle went and we were in tears (including
Mrs Smith and Mrs Taylor - even Mr. Morris was overwhelmed with our achievement!) After hugs and
kisses we swiftly made out way up to claim our awards, flashing cameras, smiling and overjoyed faces were

everywhere!

The coach journey home was very lively and BRGS couldn't contain the excitement of their
new title - NATIONAL CHAMPIONS!

The Under-14 National Champions with their medals.

As the reliable captain that I am, I started off the trip well by being late - always a god start. The
whole team was full of confidence and we were sure we would come back triumphantly.

Halfway through the journey we got a bit bored and
decided that even though Mr. Morris was on the coach we
would have a bit of fun by playing dare... We finally ar-
rived at Brighton at 5:00pm and we were extremely lucky
because we were allowed to go for a walk on the beach -
fun!

An informative chat with Mr. Morris explained the
reasoning behind sand drifts - cheers, Sir - I don't know
what I would have done without that. When we got back
to the hotel and had dinner it was an early night in front
of the TV, which we all agreed to.

We woke early the next morning at about 7:00 am -
well that's early for me. Emily and Jenny were trying to
get us all to wear pigtails with our 'cool' sweatbands so
that we could all look the same. I decided that I looked

foolish enough anyway and went against the crowd. (1' m
not a sheep as Mrs. Smith thinks I am!)

On the coach to Rodean nerves were jingling, but
our confidence was still high - until we got there! Disas-
ter everywhere as we looked at six foot giants surrounded
us everywhere. As we were in the year 11 tournament
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and all but one of us was in year 10 we started
to worry. Our fears were unfounded though as
we won our first match. From there we played
harder teams and won, drew and lost a couple.

Unfortunately the hardest matches were
left until last. By this point we had to win these
to have a chance at getting to the semifinals.
The two teams were Fairfax (the team that won
last year) and Broxburn (the team that we beat
last year in the semifinals). As both teams now
included year elevens they were just too good
for us and we lost both matches, meaning that
we couldn't qualify.

We were impressed with the standard of
our play though and we not disheartened with
the way the day ended - we knew we had an-
other chance next year when we will all be a bit
older and hopefully good enough to win. We
are also ranked at about seventh in the country
which is really quite impressive anyway.

The six hour journey back began with all
of us singing and dancing; even though e had
lost we were all happy because the under-14
team were champions. The dancing soon
stopped though, because we were too tired.
Then it happened ... Emily took her shoes off!
The whole of the coach stank: we had to open
the sun roof and hold Emily' s feet up to it!

The parents couldn't keep up with us
youngsters and gradually, one-by-one dropped
off to sleep and, being nice, considerate girls,
we carried on singing at the back of the coach.

As the journey progressed we discovered
another talent for BRGS: the BRGS line danc-
ing team. Emily, Emma, Jenny c., Hayley and
Catherine T. were lined up down the coach danc-
ing to Tragedy. We all arrived back to our par-
ents at 12:00, happy if a little tired!

It was a great weekend - if a bit tiring -
well done to all the girls: Emma Sourbutts,

Janine Kelly, Sarah Parkinson, Jenny
Heaton, Rachel Whittaker, Emily
O'Connor, Lucy Molloy, Libby Riley.
Thanks to Maddie Stocks and all the

parents and teachers who came, with
a special thank you to Mrs. Smith for
all her help.

(JANINE KELL Y, JENNY
HEA TON & LUCY MOLLOY)

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
NETBALL TOURNAMENT
REGIONAL ROUND

The U16 and U14 netball teams travelled to

Wirral Grammar School in Merseyside on Sat-
urday. After last years success BRGS had high
hopes, although it has to be remembered that the
team that did so well last year has now been split
into two different age groups.

U16 Section

This was a very competitive section with most of
the teams comprising of girls from Year 11 and
BRGS's team being mainly Year 10.

Nevertheless, we began very positively with a close
7-6 win over Lancashire rivals Upholland. In the
next match we played the home team Wirral Gram-
mar and drew a very competitive match 6-6. There
then followed easy wins against St. Wilfreds from
Merseyside, St. Augustines from Oldham and
Ellesmere Port from Cheshire. Things were looking
promising with only 2 matches left. The next match
was against Bishop Heber High from Cheshire who
were unbeaten and a team of giants! BRGS played
some excellent netball and won by 2 goals. Qualifi-
cation to the national finals in March now hinged on
the last match against Loreto from Altrincham. This
team had actually beaten BRGS last year! However,
the girls were determined, never looked in danger
and won b y 10 goals to 6 - so becoming North West
champions and qualifying for the finals. An excel-
lent achievement. The squad included Lucy Molloy,
Emily O'Connor, Rachel Whittaker, Jenny Heaton,
Sarah Parkinson, Libby Riley, Janine Kelly and
Emma Sourbutts.

U14 SECTION

Another very tough section. The first match BRGS
had to play was against Upholland from Lancashire
who had beaten us in the county round. However,
BRGS had peaked at the right time and hammered
Upholland 12-2. A flying start! After this came easy
wins against Wirral Grammar and Rainford High
from Merseyside. The next match was against St.
Augustines from Oldham who had beaten BRGS
previously in a friendly. However, the team was
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positive and determined, kept their nerve, rose to the
big occasion a and beat St. Augustines 8-4. There
were now 3 matches between BRGS and the national

finals. The next match was against Altrincham
Grammar who we knew were a tough side. After
leading 7-2 at half time the nerves began to jangle
and Altrincham got back to 7-6, however BRGS kept
their nerve and defended well to hold on to a 7-6

victory. With 2 matches remaining BRGS contin-
ued to play a high standard of netball and easily beat
Christleton High and Knutsford High from Cheshire
to become North West champions and qualify for
the national finals.

Another excellent achievement. The squad
included Gemma Rosthorn, Kate De' ath, Kathryn
Black, Hayley Corbett, Kerry Parkinson, Carey
Delaney, Lindsay Parkinson, Jenny Charlesworth and
Charlotte Aspin.

A special thank you should go to Mrs. Taylor
and Richard who gave up their Saturday to come and
support the teams.

Both teams will play in the national finals on
Saturday 13thMarch at Roedean School in Brighton
- we wish them well.

The captain of the U16s Janine Kelly and U14s
Kate De'ath will now collect the trophies.

Year 7 Netball.

An impressive first season. The A-team are unde-
feated even when playing against schools from out-
side the valley. We have high hopes for the future!
They are winners of the Rossendale League and
Rally.

The B-team also did well in the Rallies get-
ting to the semi-final, losing in fact to the A-team.
An excellent start.

A-team: Lindsay Parkinson, Rachel Clarke, Hannah
Smith, Zosia
Rodak, Anne
Schofield, Liz
Terry, Sam Haigh,
Emmie Mowatt.

THE YEAR 7
A-TEAM
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B- Team: Marie Buckle, Rachel Curran, Carrie-Ann

Roberts, Lauren Buchanan, Alice Dwyer, Katie Bur-
gess, Jade Hardman, Katrina Bishop, He1en Taylor,
Emma Seddon.

I

YEAR 7
B-TEAM

Year 8 Netball.

An excellent year, the girls are both keen and
committed and want to do well. The improvement
in their skills has been immense this year.

They have played some very strong teams and
won all their matches except against Hulme Gram-
mar whom they beat once and lost to once. We have
high hopes for the future.

The A-team won the Rossendale League and
Rally and the B-team got to the semi-finals of the
Rally but had to play the A-team!

We are looking forward to next year's suc-
cesses. Special congratulations to Gemma Rosthorn
in being selected for Lancashire County Team and
the England Academy in July.

A-Team: Gemma Rosthorn, Carey Delaney, Sarah
Thornton, Catherine Kennedy, Katie Coaker, Nancy
Whiting
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B-Team: Carla Harris, Stephanie Cockroft, Natalie
Williams, Holly Fletcher, Rebecca Parkinson,
Gemma Emmerson, Ruth Syers, Jenny Gallagher,

THE YEAR
8 B-TEAM

__I
YEAR 9 NETBALL

Another amazing Year. The Year 9 team are once again
undefeated in the Rossendale Valley, winning all their
matches with ease. They also had some excellent victo-
ries when going further afield to Oldham, Prestwich and
Darwen, there was one setback however in a friendly
against St. Augustines from Oldham (revenge was sweet
in the National Schools Tournament when it really mat-
tered! - see separate report). Many of the girls are in the
UI4 team who have reached the national finals and this
success reflects back on the other girl sin the squad and
improves their overall standard. The girls are determined
to do well and are always keen to practice. With this com-
mitment we have high hopes for the same success next
year. Special congratulations to Jenny Charlesworth,
Hayley Corbett, Kate De'ath, Kerry Parkinson and
Kathryn Black who were selected to play for the UI4 Lan-
cashire County Team. The squad consists of: Catherine
Taylor, Kate De'ath, Kathryn Black, Hayley Corbett,
Kerry Parkinson, Jenny Charlesworth, Charlotte Aspin,
Jenny Brown, Suzanne Ginnever, Lamen Hindle, Abby
Cain, Rosalind Lomas, Daniella Ripe, Kathryn Dungworth
and Rebecca Culverhouse.

THE YEAR 9
A-TEAM

THE YEAR 9
B-TEAM

Year 10 Netball.
What an I say again?! Another outstanding year culmi-
nating n the Natinal Finals at Rodean (see earlier). The
girls are dedicated and keen to do well and have outstand-
ing ability.

In Rossendale the team won the Rally and the
League as was expected!

The team was Kanine Kelly (who's not a sheep),
Jenny Heaton, Emily O'Connor, Rachel Whittaker, Lucy
Molloy, Sarah Parkinson and Emma Sourbutts. Well done
to Jenny and Emily who played for Lancashire County
U16 team (at only 15) and to Jenny, Emma and Janine
who were selected to go to an England Academy in July.
We hope for as much and even more next year!

Year 11 Netball.

Their final year (what a shame). There have
been few marches this year, but the team has had an
excellent attitude and have played better than ever.
They have been keen to practice and produced some
excellent results.

They go out on
a high, being unde-
feated and winning
the Rossendale

League. Well done
and good luck in the
future.

The team:

Libby Riley, Maddie
Stocks, Helen Bailey,
Louise Cross, Emma
Cliffe, Sara Baison,
Alexis Hargreaves
and Kate Simkins.

-- -- --
THE YEAR 11

NETBALL
SQUAD
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YEAR 7 FOOTBALL

The Year 7 team had a successful first year in
the school. They qualified as Rossendale's rep-
resentative for the Lancashire 7-a-side competi-
tion.

BRGS defeated Fearns 2-0 in a hard fought
game but then lost to Haslingden. This put us
up against but a 4-1 victory over Hollins saw us
through on goal difference.

The Lancashire Cup game against Darwen
Moorland was our next test. The game finished
2-2 after extra time in our new astroturf but not

for the first time this season our boys were to
lose out in penalties.

Our best performance of the season was
against St. Theodores who are always one of the
strongest sides in Lancashire. BRGS won 3-0
with 2 goals from Ryan Dodd and one from
Robert Rigby. This has been a good start for the
Year 7 team. Ryan Dodd and Paul Sutc1iffehave
been very impressive throughout the season.

Well done.

YEAR 8 FOOTBALL

The Year 8 team started the season with 5

straight wins which saw them into the quarter
finals of the Lancashire Cup. very impressive
wins against Fishermore 5-0 and Ribblesdale
5-1.

A change in the rules unfortunately saw
Jimmy Hoyle being unavailable for the next
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round and this proved to be a big loss as we
lost 3-0.

Overall the boys have come together
well as a team and do play good football.
Hopefully the rules will be changed back next
season so we can play with a full side.

YEAR 9 FOOTBALL

The Year 9 football team won through 3
rounds of the National Competition, the Heinz
Ketchup Cup for under l4's.

A 2-0 victory against Oakbank was an
excellent result with both goals coming from
Michael McIlhone. However, the next game
against Tottington was too much and a strong
Tottington side out-powered us. At this stage
in the season Tottington are still in the compe-
tition and going strong.

John Train, Keir Lord, Chris Cook-
Martin, Matthew Hayhurst, John
Thomton and Michael McIlhone have

all represented the Under 14
Rossendale Town Team regularly
throughout the season.



YEAR 10FOOTBALL

Due to the poor weather and the fact that the Lanca-
shire Cup competitions for Year 10 has still not
started the football teams matches have been few and
far between.

In the coming weeks however they should start
their Lancashire Cup campaign and also the
Rossendale league. They need to win the Rossendale
league in order to progress into a national competi-
tion next year.

Two of the boys matches have been signifi-
cant this year, and both finished in draws. A 2-2
draw with Fearns was covered in the Lancashire

Evening News and a 1-12draw against St. Theodores
our biggest rivals was a great result. St. Theodores
had a full team out for that game and BRGS had lost
5 players to the Under 145 Rossendale Town Team
who had a game that morning.

Indeed the Under 15 Rossendale Town Team

has had many BRGS Year 10 players, who have
done well at this higher standard. Thomas Chadwick,
Mark Fell,Richard Gisbourne, Alex Hoyle and Philip
Dwyer have all represented Rossendale this year.

Thomas Chadwick is also one of the Year 10

players who is signed on with professional clubs,
Thomas is at Burnley School of excellence. Martin
Mellick has done well to get into the Blackburn Rov-
ers Academy, but unfortunately this has restricted
him playing for the school.

Many of the Year 10 squad travelled to
matches and found some time to play a few football
matches against much older opposition - James
Hesford and Andrew Bayley were leading goal scor-
ers on that trip with 3 each and Shaun Munro was
player of the tour.

UNDER 19FOOTBALL

This was a very successful year for the Un- I.der 19 team which saw them reach the Lan-

cashire final and were very close to going to I.the National Competitions.
In the quarter final BRGS defeated old

rivals St. Theodores in appalling conditions

on the Glen by 3 goals to I, but the best was I . I
still to come. In the semi final BRGS played
Clitheroe Royal Grammar School in
Clitheroe.

BRGS played magnificent football in
the first half taking a 5-0 lead. In the sec-
ond half we could not produce the same level
of performance partly due to being down to
10 men and the worsening conditions. Nev-
ertheless BRGS ran out winners 5-1.

In the final Queen Elizabeth Gram-
mar School from Blackburn were our oppo-
nents. Christian Coates put BRGS aheadjust
before half time and we held on until 5 min-

utes into injury time. In a bizarre one minute
we were reduced to 10 men and conceded a

farcical goal. The game went to penalties
and again our luck ran out.

It was a disappointing end, being so
close to the National English Schools cup.

Better luck next year.

To finish, good luck to the boys in their forthcoming
competitions.

Above: The Under-19 football

yearn manage to stay standing
for their team picture this time!

Left: The combined years 10
and 11 football teams.
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WhrJileis rubbish
The age thirteen is far too young,

For boys who want to smoke and drink.

They need maturity, because

People listen to what men think.

Boys think age will solve their problems:
The hands of time will make them old.

Men don't have proper bedtimes, and

They don't have to do as they're told.

Boy's youth is wasted by waiting

For people to say 'Sir' or 'Mister'.

Then they will not tidy their room,
Or have to share with their sister.

Age sixty-three is far too old,

For men who want to run and play.

They might be of legal age, but

Time has stolen their days away.

Men think age causes their problems,

They hunger for childhood again.

So they wear trainers and tracksuits.

But bunions and strains cause them pain.

Their age is wasted by wanting,
A return to their childhood life.

But men ignore the benefits

Of a cooking and cleaning wife.

In time the boy becomes a man;

And begins the search for his youth.
But neither stop and realise

That they live denying the truth.

Martin Tickle U6
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